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' 'Aican has licence to cut trees 
VICTORIA.(CP) - The British Columbia forest minisiry 
has ruled that a 1950 water licenee issued to the Aluminum 
Co. of Canada llows the firm Io cut trees withodt permission 
from the forest service. ' ' ' 
,The ruling was made after the forest service in Houston 
filed a trespass notice against Alcan for cutting trees at an 
• . RUPERT STEEL .&" , 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove lid.. Pr. Rupert 
624-$39 
WE euy copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
open Mot through Sat., 6 a.e.-5 p.m. 
expl, rat~ry drdling sitein the area in which waters'would be the 1978 Forest Act superceded the wide-ranging licence not the waler licence lakes precedence over the Forest Acl, 
diverted for a proposed Kemano II p~wer project, given Alcan 29 years ago and whether Alcan should be billed Under the licence, Alcan would be all.wed to expand ils 
The minislry also said fl)e comvany musl clean up any for trees cul. Kemano hydroelectric p~wer planl. 
debris left in the w.ods after culting. Ministry lawyers found the fi~rest service cannot charge The expansion would inwdve, diversi,n, of s, me of li~e 
After the notice was filed, Jack Bickarl, Prince Rupert for thetreas felledandcannot laytrespass charges, beadwalers of the Bulkley River, a'major lribulary of the 
forest region manager, asked the ministry Io rule whether But they would not comment on the Question of whether or Skeena, an action strongly OplX~Sed by environmental gr.ups 
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Gov't DESPITE QUESTIONS 
Study ' nnet t  says 
.i e!c  I in cont r - I  
Maclean's magazine says it 
has obtained a secret federal 
report which suggests that 
the federal government 
accede to Alberta's demand 
that Canadian crude oil 
prices be brought into line 
with world levels. 
In its Nov. 12 issue, the 
magazine says the 12-page 
report, entitled Outline of 
Initial Stage of National 
Energy Strategy, Is the 
third, and possibly final, 
working paper covering 
negotiations between Ottawa 
and Alberta on coming crude 
oil price increases~ 
Maclean's does not say 
who compiled the report, but 
quotes an unnamed Clark 
aide as saying agreement on 
• the recommendations is "99- 
per-cent there"and that a 
special first ministers' 
conference probably will be  
called for Nov. 12. 
An addendum to the report 
says the domestic crude oil 
price will rise gradually over 
four years -- by $I a barrel 
on Jan. I, 1980, $3 on July I, 
1980, and $2 every six months 
thereafter "until the 
delivered price of domestic 
oil,*, in Toronto-Montreal 
~edcliC~'gO"~er'F~T Or ~th'd .... 
.S. average price in 
icago." • 
nder the schedule; the 
esent domestic crude price 
$13.75 a barrel at the 
.;wellhead would rise 120 per 
• ;cent by July 1, 1983, to $29 75, 
' Maclean's ays, 
Maclean's ays that, with 
',a $4-a-barrel increase 
predicted since last summer, 
Canadians will be paying 
about $2a gallon for gasoline 
by 1983, But, it says, some of 
the report's rec- 
ommendations may be more 
controversial than pump 
prices. 
The recommendations i - 
clude: 
'--A royal commission "to 
study the distribution of 
revenues in Canada." But, 
for' now, the report recom- 
mends maintaining the 45-45- 
10 royalty split-- with 45 per 
cent going to the producing 
province, 45 to industry and 
t0 to Ottawa. 
--An excise tax for con- 
servation which would be 
substantially increased. 
Maclean's says this refers to 
the 3o-cent-agailon tax in- 
crease on gasoline which the 
federal government has 
mentioned. The .magazine 
says Ottawa would reap 
more than $1.4 billion an- 
nually on every iO cents of 
such a levy. 
• -Creation of a national 
]energy bank to promote 
exploration. Maclean's ays 
[ the bank would he involved 
t in the report s stated ob- 
jective of "50-per.cent 
[ Canadian ownership of 
major energy projects," 
A $4-a-barrel annual in- 
crease, as recommended 
last week by the Economic 
Council of Canada, would 
mean that the average 
Canadian household would 
pay about $220 more an- 
nually for heating and 
gasoline, 
PARTY 
ENDS 
IN 
SHOTS 
DETROIT  (AP) -- 
Members of the USS 
Enterprises, a Detroit 
motorcycle club, spent 
their own money 
revamping the old auto 
repair shop. They opened 
their new clubhouse with 
a party that ended with a 
bloody clash and three 
people dead. 
I 
What's going on here?See story on 3 
By CHARLES LA VERTU 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Premier Bill Bennett, his 
government racked by 
scandal and under fire for its 
sloppy legislation, tightened 
his control over the Social 
Credit party dui'ing its three. 
day convention on the 
weekend. 
The 1,100 delegates' had 
come with some skepticism, 
but most were prepared to 
give Bennett another two 
years to clean up the party 
and straighten out his 
government. 
The sloppy legislation 
forced Bennett o recall the 
legislature Aug. 2"to repeal a 
deregulation act which had 
put Seaboard Assurance Co. 
out of business. And in recent 
weeks, the courts have 
quashed the government's 
Heroin Treatment Act and 
ruled invalid sections of the 
Family Relations Act, 
putting in jeopardy more. 
than 1,000 family-related 
cases. 
Bennett's leadership was 
being questioned in private 
by minsters, back-henchers 
and party supporters --  
, "partlculiZrly "~after theh~ar- 
defeat of hisgovernment in 
the May  10 provincial 
general election. 
The five-month delay in 
naming a new cabinet and a 
bottleneck in the decision 
Break with U.S. demanded 
TEHRAN (CP) -- More 
than 100 Iranian students 
broke into the British era. 
bassy compound in central 
Tehran tonight despite 
appeals by Moslem leaders 
not to extend the U.S. em- 
bassy takeover to other 
diplomatic missions in the 
Iranian capital. 
Witnesses said about 120 
students were involved at the 
British embassy, and that 70 
embassy staff were in the 
compound at the time. 
There were no reports of 
violence. 
Students occupying the 
U.S, embassy for the second 
day and holding more than 50 
hostages demanded today 
that their government break 
relations with the United 
States. 
When they raided the em- 
bassy Sunday, .  they 
demanded the extradition 
from the U,S. of the deposed 
shah, who is being treated in 
a New York City hospital for 
cancer. 
Two U.S. consulates in 
other parts of Iran were 
taken over today, although 
at least one of them was 
unoccupied. 
The students called the 
U.S. embassy "the great 
nest of U.S. espionage in 
Iran" and invited the son of 
Ayato l lah  Ruho l lah  
Khomeini, the religious 
leader of the Iranian 
revolution, "to inspect this 
centre of conspiracy.'l'ranian 
students occupying the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran for the 
making process at the top, 
which caused at least one 
ministry to he more than a 
backing the students, Ho ja to les lam Ahmad dependence by expelling month late in preparing its 
The statement, read by a Khomeini, had to push his American consultants and next budget, also were cited 
commentator, said: "They way through a crowd of tearing up contracts with the as reasons for the loss of 
are asking our youth to leave about 10,000 when he arrived U,S.A." confidence in Bennett's 
the Statue of Liberty and our at the embassy compound' The students termed the leadership, 
youth in Iran to leave their today, embassy "the great nest of To many, the lack of lead. 
embassy. But our youth are Pars also reported that U.S. espionage in Iran" dnd ership was exemplified last 
not going to do that because Moslem students occupied invited the son of Ayatollah month when rio ministers 
they want the shah." theU.S, consulates inTabriz Ruhollah Khometni, the moved' to quell the embar- 
The students who invaded and Shiraz. The building in religious leader of the rassing dirty tricks scandal 
the embassy Sunday the southern city of Shiraz is Iranian revolution, "to in- which continues to haunt he 
demanded earlier that the not staffed by the U,S. spect this centre of con-. party, 
U,S. government hand over missiOn in Iran following spiracy." No action was taken until 
the exiled shah for trial, closui'e of 'provincial con- The official Pars news Bennett returned from a 
They expanded that today, sulates after the February agency said Khomeini's en threeweek Asian trade 
the official Iranian radio revolution. The U.S. state left the holy city of Qom to mission. And even then, he 
said, with demands that department said no attempt talk to the students. Pars delayed ordering an in. 
their government "end the has been made yet to take said Hojatolealam Ahmed vestigation for several days. 
U,S.A.'Soppressive relations over the third U.S, consulate Khomeini, a clergyman, left RCMP currently are 
with Iran and end military, in the country, at Isfahan. for the Iranian capital soon looking into the dirty tricks 
political' and economic The students who invaded after receiving an invitation affair which involves forged 
• dependence by expelling ' the embassy Sunday from the students, signatures on letters to 
American consultants and  demandei earlier that the Pars also reported that newspaper ditors and tapes 
tearing up contracts with the U.S, government hand over .Moslem students today on which party caucus 
U.S.A." the exiled shah for trial, occupied the U.S~ consulate workers advocate the use of 
The students termed the They expanded that today, building in the southern city that tactic to discredit he 
embassy "the great nest of the official Iranian radio of Shiraz with the support of New Democratic Party. It 
was under constant U,S. espionage in Iron" and said, with demands that revolutionary guards. The 
invited Khomeini's on "to their government "end tile building is not staffed by the 
inspect his centre of con- U.S,A.'s oppressive r lations U.S. mission in Iran folloW- 
spiracy." with lran and end military, ing the closure of provincial 
The syatoliah's son, political and economic consizlates after ' the  
February revolution. 
I I II I 
A spokesman for the COURT ORDERS students said they will h01d 
• the embassy and the 
RADIO OPS BACK hostages until the United States evicts the former 
ruler, Mohammad Reza 
Thestrtke by local air radio operators resulted Pahlavl, from the New York 
in the postponement of the Yellowhead In- hospital where he is being 
terprovincial Highway Association Convention treated for cancer and sends 
slated for Terrace this past weekend, him back to Tehran. 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney, the host for Spokesmen for the 200 to 
the Convention, said on Friday everything has 300 students, who stormed 
been rescheduled for Nov. 16 and 17. Same time, and captured the embassy 
same place. Sunday, said all the hostages 
discussion at the convention. 
Bennett carefully orches- 
tratod his appearance atthe 
convention -- the first op- 
parunity party faithful had to 
~ estion him on what had ppened uring the election 
campaign which he directed. 
The party lost five seats in 
the election and watched the 
NDP's popular vote grow. 
Bennett's wife, Audrey, 
addressed the party's 
women auxillary, asking for 
their support for her 
husband, 
Also on hand was his 
mother, Mae Bennett, widow 
of former premier W,A,C. 
Bennett, who said the dirty 
tricks scandal had been 
Before presenting the 
keynote address. Bennett 
was introduced to the 
delegates by Health Minister 
Bob McClelland who lauded 
the premier, for his 
leadersh ip ,  courage,  
dedicat ion,  pass ion,  
imagination and vision, 
Bennet t  accepted  
responsiblity for the actions 
of his government, then 
proceeded to lambast the 
media for its preoccupation 
with the dirty tricks affair. 
He also took a strong 
position on resources, 
warning other provinces that 
B.C,'s resources are only 
available for a price and the 
province will no longer "act 
as a colony for the rest of 
Canada." 
Quoting his father, he 
urged the faithful to "draw 
the circle wider and invite 
people to participate." 
They drew the circle in 
support of Bennett, per. 
mitting early debate on and 
approving a late resolution 
he sponsored which called 
for creation of an ethics 
committee within the party, 
while refusing to allow 
debate on other late 
resolutions such as one 
advocating right-towork. 
The consolidation ofpower 
which started when Bennett 
appointed Hugh Harris, his 
campaign manager and 
close friend, as executive 
director of the party, went a 
step further on the weekend 
with election of Bernie Smith 
as party president and 
former MLA Gerry Strong. 
man as vice-president. 
Both are pro-Bennett and 
advocate closer ties between 
the party and government. 
Mothers may 
• contain PCB 
ABBOTSFORD, B,C. (CP) "It's mainly a precautionary 
• :~  ,Motherp' :J~. flk .in..this.. measure,'~' • .. 
Fraser 'V~ll~'"'community ~' Last week, testing Was 
will be tested for levels of the started to determine PCB 
tox ic  chemica l  
plychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCB). 
The tests follow the 
discovery that three local 
feed firms imported PCB 
contaminated tallow from 
the United States and. mixed 
it with their chicken feed. 
The chemical was stored in 
chickens' body fats and may 
have been passed on to 
mothers who ate the 
chickens, Dr. Tony Larsen, 
provincial edpidemiologist, 
said Sunday, 
"We feel we won't find 
very much, but it seems the 
proper thing to do," he said. 
levels in mink feed, which 
uses waste chicken parts. 
Fraser Valley mink 
producers are concerned 
because high levels of PCB 
can be lethal or cause 
reproduction failure in mink. 
Barry Morgan, the federal 
health protection branch re- 
gional food inspector, said 
Sunday that only one of 250 
chicken samples tested so 
far, had higher than three 
parts per million of PCB. 
Canada has no standards 
governing PCB, but the U.S, 
destoys food when levels of 
more than three ppm are 
found. 
Diabetics Meet  
A meeting will be held in the education room a t 
the Mills Memorial Hospital on Wednesday, Nov. 
7 to determine if there is sufficient interest in 
opening a Branch of the Canadian Diabetic 
Association in Terrace and Kitimat. 
The meeting, which starts at 8 p.m. is open to 
anyone with an interest in diabetes and is free of 
charge. A film, 'Four in a Crowd' will be shown, 
and a free door prize will be awarded. 
No new nuc lear  
p lants  for  the  U.S. 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) "We clearly are not 
-- The federal government issuing licences ," 
will issue no further licences ii:i~i:::!i!ii::!i:iiiii~iliiiiiiii::ii:i~ii::iiiiiii!iii::!!iii!i!ii:ii:: 
for nuclear power plants in 
the U.S. until it sees the S O RR Y 
results of a safety review 
expected to last until early Due to an unfortunate 
next year, officials said mechanical problem, the 
today. Herald has been delayed• We 
The Nuclear Regulatory apologtse for any in- 
Commission said the "de convenience this might have 
facto moratorium" will caused, 
apply to both construction The problem was in the 
and operating licences and machine that sets the 
at a minimum, will keep idle headlines. They had to be set 
four nuclear power plants in a different shop. 
that otherwise would have 
second ay and holding more are being well treated, blown out of proportion, gone into operation this year. 'i!!iiii::iiii:iiii:::i!i:i~::ii~i~iiiii:!iiii:i~i~i~ii::ii~!!i~i~i~!~i than 50 hostages demanded " 
breaktoday that their governmentrelations with the MEMBERS VOTE'TUESDA Y 
United States, RadioTehran Smelter uni pts offer reported. Two U.S, con- 
sulates in other parts of Iran on acce  
also were taken over today 
although at least one of them 
was unoccupied, 
The clergyman son of 
Ayato l lah  Ruho l lab  
Khomeini arrived at the 
occupied U,S, embassy 
today where a cheering, 
chanUng crowd shouted 
"Death to America" and 
"The embassy must be 
destroyed." 
An hour earlier, the state 
radio station broadcast a 
statement by the,ayatollah 
The executive of the Canadian Association of Smelter 
and Allied Workers, local 1 and Alcan Smelter and 
Chemicals Ltd. have agreed to the terms for a new 
collective agreement. 
The agreement, subject to ratification by union 
members, gives employees an average 11.48 per cent 
increase in 1979-1980, 
Under the current contract, employees would 
receive an average increase of 7.22 per cent. 
In the first year of the new agreement which ter- 
minates in October, 1981, employees will receive an 
across the beard increase including all benefits of 
$1.02 an hour, 
The company will increase contributions to the 
medical plan to 100per cent and to the dental plan to 85 
per cent. 
Terms include a one-time only extension bonus of 
$100 and a 13 cent increase in the trades premium. 
Other benefits include an additional one week 
vacation for employees completing 5,10,15,20 or 25 
years of continuous service and paid relocation costs 
up to a maximum of $1,000 for employees transferring 
to Kitimat after three years in Kemano. 
Wages in the second year will rise by 9.5 per cent 
across the beard. A cost of living allowance triggered 
at 8 per cent over the base month will be paid quar. 
terly starting in the quarter following the triggering. 
Benefits in the second year include dental plan 
premiums paid 100 per cent by the company. 
Union members will vote on the proposed 
agreement Tuesday, Nov. 6 at 10 a.m. at the Legion 
hall and 7:30 p.m. at Mount Elizabeth Senior Secon. 
dary. 
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Federal Socreds hold balance 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The tiny As a spokesman for party 
Social Credit Party caucus leader Fabien Roy put it Fri- 
willbethecentreofattention day: "Who would govern if 
once again Tuesday night 
when the third non- 
confidence motion of the 
current session comes to a 
vote in the Commons. 
The five-man group helped 
carry the minority 
Progressive Conservative 
government through two 
similar votes last month. 
the government is turned 
down?" 
Tuesday's debate in the 
Commons has been set aside 
for debate of a subject of the 
Liberals' choosing. The 
party is expected to renew 
its attache on the govern- 
ment's energy policies. 
The debate will conclude 
with a non.confidence depend on the caucus at that 
motion written in a manner time," he said. 
that will easily win the Prime Minister Joe Clark 
support of the 26-member' still remained optimistic 
New Democratic Party, about his chances when he 
However, the spokesman returned Sunday from a trip 
for Roy said Social Credit to Newfoundland. 
MPs could weli wait until the He said he was "not 
last minute before deciding particularly worried" about 
haw to vote. the outcome of the vote, 
"It depends on the text of adding: 
the motion, and it will "I think the people want a 
government that governs 
rather than another elec- 
tion." 
All his party members 
would be ready and waiting 
for the vote, he said. 
Tuesday's vote seems 
certain to be a close one, 
since all parties have t)ut out 
the word to members to be in 
their seats. 
Two seats in the ~ 'seat  
Commons are vacant, and 
Co-operat ion was Clark's message 
matter could be worked out 
in a commonsenae fashion. 
Peoldord said Newfam- 
dknd is happy with Clark's 
commitment to allow the 
province uncontested 
ownership of undersea oil 
and natural gas. 
"The great challenge for 
us is to have the fishery loft 
long after oil and gas is 
gone," the premier said. 
Peck, ford Skid many New- 
foundlanders have an inborn 
By ED WALTER8 
GANDER, Nfld. (CP) -- 
Prime Minister Joe Clark 
brought his message of co- 
operation with the provinces 
to a weekend Progressive 
Conservative meeting here 
and it fitted neatly with some 
of the things Premier Brian 
Peckford talked about. 
The two leaders were the 
main attractions at the 
annual convention of the 
Newfoundland PC party 
attended by more than 6OO feeling of reliance on the 
delegates, finery which has its roots in 
the first catches taken soon 
after the island was 
discovered in 1497. He said 
Nowfoundlanders feel they 
own the fish around the 
~and and Labrador. The 
fishery would remain the 
lifeblood of the communities 
One important area yet to 
be settled between 
Newfoundland and Ottawa-- 
the province's desire for 
shared Jurisldiciton in the 
fishery-- was re~erred to by 
hoih Clark and peck/ord. 
Clark said in a speech the 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
despi~ anticipated riches the energy potential of this 
from offshore all. country." return. 
• "We want the resources Before returning to Ottawa 
near our shore developed by Clark's plans for helping Sunday Clark went through 
us and for us," Pockford Tory candidate Walter the ceremony of being 
said. After that, Newfoun- Carter in the campaign'fur "Screeched in," by Peck- 
dland would he ready to the Nov. 19 federal ford. 
share its wsalth witb the rest byelection in Burls-St. Clark appeared surprised 
ol Canada. Georgee were foiled by poor when a ran keg wasbrought 
The province ts seeking a flying weather. The prime along after a convention 
form of shared Jurisdlcflon minister tried twice to reach breakfast. He managed to 
with Ottawa over fisheries towns on the Burls pe~ula  down the glass of Screech, a
policy. Existing law gives 225 kilometres south of Newfoundland rum, prof- 
the federal government total Gander but each time the fered by Peckford, 
control, Newfoundland Broadbent s a y s  wants the authority to have 
what Peckford's aides call 
"paramount input" into 
semearoasofpeiley. Tories may go 
A Peckford spokesman 
said the word "fight" would By ALAN ARBUCKLE dowti the minority govern- 
he too strong to describe the . SASKATOON (CP) -- Ed ment. 
continuing disounlon bet- 
ween the federal and 
Newfoundland governments 
but admitted s~ne sirens 
views already have been 
exchanged. 
Broadbent, national New 
Democratic Party leader, 
told delegates attending a
Saskatchewan NDP policy 
convention Sunday the 
federal party is ready to 
aircraft were forced to 
Fabien Roy, federal Social 
Credit leader, refused 
• Saturday to say whether the 
party would eupport the 
Clark government in the 
motion, 
Roy, attending a meedng 
of the party's Alberta branch 
at Innisfail, Alta,, was 
unable to say how the five- 
member Social Credit 
contingent will vote until he 
reads the motion. 
Brcadhent said no one 
wanted an election less than 
six months after the May 22 
vote that put. Clark into 
power. 
But he said increasingly 
fewer Canadians believe the 
Conservatives hould be 
given more time in office 
because of rising interest 
rates and the government's 
Speaker James Jerome, a 
Liberal, votes only to break a 
tie. That leaves 136 Con- 
servatives facing a com. 
bined Liberul.NDP bloc of 
138, with the Social Crediters 
holding the balance of 
power. 
Twenty.five Liberals were 
absent from/the Commpns 
for the first non-confidence 
vote of the session, and 10 
were absent for the second 
vote, including four Liberals 
who were paired with 
Conservatives. 
But following a get-tough 
speech last week that Op- 
position Leader Pierre 
Tcudeau gave to a local 
party meeting, Liberal 
spokesmen made it clear 
they would be mustering all  
the strength they have in 
their next cosfrcntetlon with. 
the government. 
The NDP has. slguall'ed all 
its memhernWlll auppert any 
reasonable Liberal non- 
confidence motion. 
Party ' Leader Ed 
Broadbent said in Edmonton 
on Sunday his. party likely 
will support the Liberal 
motion as long as it meets 
fundamental NDP prin- 
ciples. 
! 
I NEWS BRIEFS 
LA' PAZ ~AP) -- The 
Roman Catholic Church says 
it is trying to mediate bet- 
ween Bolivia's,new military 
president and represen- 
tatives of Congress as op- 
position tO Col. Alberto 
Natusch's coup continues. 
"The theme of the 
mediation is that power 
should be turned over to the 
Congress and that it should 
he that body that elects a 
new president," said A_ux- 
iliary Bishop Genaro ~'rau= 
after meeting Sunday with 
representatives of both 
sides. 
Congress, elected in July 
• He said he was detecting a 
change of attitude among 
Canadians away from t~ 
notion that the Con- 
servatlvos should be given a 
chance to govern. 
Veteran NDP House 
Leader Stanley Knowlse, 
though, Is among these who 
doesn't take the proq~et of charge= of violating U,S. 
the early defeat of the 
government seriously, and 
he views recent ruml/ln~ 
by Liberals simply es a way 
of hemting the lease of their 
leader. 
"I think Trndsau's Iightthg 
for his political life," he said. 
The Social ,Credit party 
has shown o enthusiasm for 
another election this year, 
hat tha five MPs Seem toha 
concerned ..at~out Con- 
servative ne~ ~_~y.. 
Roy in particular warn 
the government toc~me out 
with comprehensive 
after 10 years of militaryl 
rule, was dissolved by~ 
Natusch after he ousted 
President Walter Guevara 
on Thursday. None of the 
major political parties has 
indicated support for thi~ new 
strong man, and a crippling 
general strike, now in its~ 
fifth day, has been ioh)ed by 
the national busineasmen's 
group. 
Informed sources said 
opposition to the coup .has 
spread to Cochabam'ba, 
Bolivia's thirdlargest city, '  
where the police declared 
themselves opposed to 
Natusch, 
Pleasant enough chap 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  Lyle Kern, regional 
HIS nelghbors never knew director of the U,S. I s .  
much about him, but thought m i g r a t i o n a n d 
he was pleasant enough. Naturalization Service, said 
"It's kind of scary," said O'Roorke is charged with 
Kathleen Volack, who lived failure to establish the date, 
across the street from place and time of his eniry 
Michael O'Rourke, who into the United States. 
officials say is a member of In Ireland, pollce sald they 
the Irish Republican Army have linked O'Rourke to the 
hated in 1977 as Ireland's 1976 bomb slaying of British 
Public Enemy No, 1. Ambassador Christopher 
"You read these things in 
the paper and you just don't EwartBiggs, He also is 
wanted for questioning inthe',,, 
believe you'd ever come into 197S slaying of policeman 
conlact with these people," Michael Clerkin'. of Par- 
Mrs, Volaek sald, torllegton, a town 80 kilo- 
O'Rourke, 27, is heart8 held metres west of Dublin, 
in the Salem County, N.J., 
Jail awaiting a deportation O'Rourke wan serving five 
hearing Wednesday on years for pocsemmi of a -  ~ 
plosive weapons when ha an- 
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In referring to offshore back a Liberal non- conJidence motion in Ottawa 
minerakClarksaid: "Iwant this week. 
to encourage Newfoundland 
to find your own future," Breadbent told almost 800 
Clark reiterated his view delegates the 26 NDP 
thatNowfuundlandandcthar members of the House of 
provinces hould have the Commons will be ready to 
freedom to govern their own topple Prime Minister Joe 
resource developments, Clark's Progressive Con- 
He said proper planning as servatlve government pro-, 
envisaged by his govern- vidod no fundamental NDP 
ment will make Canada self- principles are violated, 
sufficient in energy by'lg~0. But it remains to be seen, 
TheLlheraiswantodtoallow Brnadbent told reporters, 
Canada to drift into whether the liberals will 
dependence for all on us- have all their members 
stable foreign sources, present and whether Social 
"Our way is to build upon Credit MPs will help vote 
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immigration law. caped from prima in IW6. 
Call for  re fo rms made 
SEOUL (AP)The-lead~ of Park wrote in 1972 to per. 
South Korea's major sp- petuate himself in office, by 
position party called today au electoral college packed 
for sweeping democratic with his supporters. 
reforms, immediate release Earlier teday, the govern- 
of all political prisoners and sent party convened the Na- 
a free election to choose a tional Assembly to reject he 
sU'CCeeser to assassinated resignati0.,ps.of~oppositioh 
President Park Chung-hee.,. m~mberst~ All' ,166 asnen/~ 
Kim Young.sam head~, blymen ,',~'i~r0 ~:the New. 
the New Democratic-pa~t'y', nemoc=:i/t[~ party and three' 
warnedat a news conference members of the splinter 
that "there may he some Democratic Unification' 
disorderandinstablility"ffa p rty quit en masse Oct. 13 
commitment to turning over 
portions of PetroCansda to 
a 
statement on ensri~ policy 
as soon as peulble that will 
ensure thatCanadiaon have 
free presidential e ection is 
not held. 
Acting President Choi 
to protest Kim's expulsion 
from the body for criticizing 
Park. 
the private sector,' 
Canadians are more ample supplies at p~enm Kyuhah and other key Kim said he and his col- 
prepared for another federal in future years, But he W civilian and military of- leagues have net decided 
election than they were a had virtually nothl~ to say trials now making most of whether they will return to 
month ago, he said, about petroleum l~rices, the decisions in the gay- the Assembly when it meets 
Broadbent predicted the Liberals and New ernment have not said how Nov. 15. However, some I 
NDP might gain ~ an ad- Democrats, on the other Park's suecesser should be members, oLthe.party said~ 
vantage from,:~e Liberals hand, Imve~rescted .~ nam.ed, But " infor, m.ed.i ther~'/k n'o'~ito~stay.o_u~ 
sour~e~ ,,,.said~: , tPa~' ,~ loli~er, since !~K~ .sva~t,s going into an'~eleeilou if to~,rop~ta~that:,4ht~Cm' .~.,,,, ~. • . : . ,  lervattvsa re planning to De'~r'&ti~ Republneiin assassmat~,d Oct. 26 by the 
Pierre Trudeau is still their raise crude oil prices by as party wants the election in head of the Korean Central' 
leader. The Clark government is mueb as ~4 a barrel nezt accordance with constitution Intelligence Agency. 
expected to  bring in year and dlarply increase Spacecraft fa l l s  in  sea  
legislation on Petro-Caneda the excise tax on imoliM, 
They say such ~ WASHINGTON (Reutor) somewhere northwest of 
before Cbristmas. Broad- wou ldp laeaan~ -- Remains of the Pegasus II Ascension Island, about bent said the NDP will use 
every device available, in- estra burden of hundreds ~ spacecraft rested on the midway between South 
ofuding a filibuster, to keep dollars a year on Caead~ fleer of the South Atlantic America and Africa, NASA . 
Petro-Canada intact as a and help push the eatmtry today, leaving no reported officials said. No actual 
Crown corporation, into a severe recessk~ . injuries or damage in their sightings of the falling 
InOttawa, Cl~kuld.be,.ts Widle a ~rotully~=td~l '~ w~e.:..;~/. ~ ..~,~.~ ' spacecraft wer~,.reported 
and the impact area was "not particularly worried" maeonfldence motion or an  The U.S. National calculated from information ' 
about any non-cenfidence inadvertent slap ill the bles Aero~autics and Space gathered from the last 
motion, by the Comervetives ~ Administ rat ion said tracking station it passed 
"I think the people want a Tuesday's debate might whatever was left of the 
government that governs tempt Social Credit MPa to 23,000-paued craft after its over. 
rather, than another elec. vote against the govern- flight through earth's at- Pegasus, the largest space 
tim," the prime mL, iister meat, they seem to have masphere splashed into the object o fall to earth since 
said. little rapport with the other oceanatabout4:20p.m. EST Skylab'sspectaculardeecent 
He told reporters Sunday two opposition parties, Saturday. over western Australia in 
after a private meeting with July, had been in orbit since 
the party's youth federation Roy and the other four Debris was presumably 196.5. It monitored particles 
notional executive that all caucus member= have Ira= scattered along a 2,400- called micrometeroids until 
C~servative MPs will be fighting for recegnltion of ktiometre (l,500-mlle) path, its power failed three years 
ready for the non-cenfidence what they see as party 95 kilometres wide, later. 
motion, speaking rights wel les-  
Clark said if the party is tablished under nriUch Difficulty in lineup 
turned out of government, i  parliamentary tradition MONROE; Wash. (AP) -  significant damage in the 
will be returned to power in a despite their mud] atend/~ cellblocks, but there was no 
• general election Jan. S, .in the Commons. . Washington State Refor- immediate dollar estimate, 
Federal elections are held 60 
days after Parliament is 
dissolved. 
The two major issues 
'before the .three- 
dayconventlon were 
uranium and'extra b l l~  by 
doctors. 
Pawley gets 
',,,-a mandate  
'2. WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
','~e~'~'~mnituba Now Democrats 
il.~lave their approval Sunday 
~i~o the man picked ayear ago 
mJo stand infor Ed Schreyer 
r ~,vben he ended his eight 
i,yeors as party leader to 
~".become governor-general. 
~ HowardPawley, a44-year- 
'i'bld lawyer from Selkirk, 
Man., won an easy first- 
ballot victory at the party's 
annual provincial convention 
over opponents Murisl Smith 
and Russell Dcern. 
An ~KA and attorney. 
general in the former NDP 
government, Pawley was 
named leader about 1o 
months ago by the party's' 
provincial council when 
Sohreyer announced he was 
stepping down to become the 
Queen's representative in
Canada. 
Pawley received 467 votes 
compared to 217 for Mrs. 
Smith and 53 for Dosm. Mrs. 
Smith Is a 49.year-old 
teacher 'and former party 
president while Dosrn, 44, is 
a Winn/peg-aroa MLA. 
A fourth candldate for the 
leadership, Nick Ternette, 
withdrew at the start of the 
convention to hack Mrs. 
Smith, 
NO 
GUESSES 
NEEDED 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Advances in the field of 
medical genetics ba~'e 
made childbirth less of a 
guessing game heeauae 
some heredity-related 
disorders now can be 
detected, in the early 
stages of pregnancy, says 
a University of British 
Columbia geneticist. 
Dr. Patricia Baird said 
parents of children with 
genetic disorders may 
have a high risk of 
producing another handi. 
capped child. 
Speaking to the Van- 
canter Institute on 
Saturday, Dr. Baird said 
genetic speclallsts can 
determine the likelihood 
of the disorder ecurring 
and a prenatal detection 
can be made. 
Dawn's Syndrome or 
mongolism is a defect 
that can be detected 
during pregnancy by 
analysing the amntotic 
fluid from the womb in a 
process known as am. 
nlocentesls, he said, 
Dr. Baird said 
mongolism is the most 
common genetic disorder 
in the world. 
She said parents of a 
handicapped child should 
seek counselling from a 
genetic specialist before 
h?ving another child. 
A fight in a food line at the 
.matory spread into a riot 
that left at least l0 prisoners 
injured, two in critical 
condition with stab wounds, 
authorities said. 
About 25 Washington State 
Patrol troopers and 
Snohomish County sheriff's 
deputies guarded the 
grounds with sbotguns while 
prison guards brought the 
riot under control Sunday 
evening, 
All 930 prisoners were 
'locked up by 9'.30 p,m., 
nearly four hours after the 
fight began, said Dan 
Ferguson, associate super- 
intendent. 
He said there was 
Prisoners tore up their cells 
and made fires of clothing, 
mattresses and personal 
belongings, ending a cloud 
of smoke above the facility. 
Prisoners treated at 
Valley General Hospital 
near the prison said the riot 
was "a big mess and 
everybody going berserk," 
said Debbie Bengston, 
emergency room clerk. 
She said the hospital had 
treated six prisoners. One 
man with head injuries was 
held overnight in good 
condition, she said. The 
other five were returned to 
the prison after being. 
treated for cuts. 
Drought warning system 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- After the bad droughts in 
RaRi and the Sahel region of The terrible toll of suffering 
and death caused by drought 
might be eased if an ex. 
periment by a pair of U.S, 
government agencies sue. 
ceeds. 
Aiming their work at less. 
developed countr ies,  
scientists hope to learn to 
predict dronghis so that 
assistance can be made 
Africa, Holmes said, people 
kept asking why no one bad 
known they were coming. 
"The thing that really 
me is that now wc 
ve gotten together and 
done something about .it 
rather than Just siring back 
and getting blind.aided." 
Co-operat ing  with 
available before the Holmes's agency in the 
droughts lead to faminm, FoJect is the Envlnmmutal 
"Frankly, the beauty of Data and Information 
this project is that his is the Servlce of the Natlamd 
first time anybody has really Oceanic and Almospherie 
tried to make a global at- Administration. 
tempt at developlng a Basleaily, Holmes ex- 
drought early-warnlng plained, the seisntisis flrot 
system," said Chrlatisn eoll~t historical weather 
Holmes, acting director o~ and crop information from 
forei~ disaster asmtence tlm eountrles Involved, 
which In many arons has for the state dsw a='. 
Agency for Internatlonal done systom- 
Development, 
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The unique Pro-Vac operation sucks in dirt and grime 
from chimneys and air ducts, and then deposits them 
In giant vacuum cleaner bugs. 
CIV IC  ELECT ION FEATURE 
If smoke gets 
in your eyes, 
then powervac 
may be the 
answer for you 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
When .was the last time you had a good 
powervac? 
Well, y6u say, what in "the world is a power- 
vac? 
Sonny Aylesworth of ProVac Inc. says it's a 
sure way of keeping your house dust free and 
safe. 
Powervac, or power vacuuming, is a process 
whereby the air ducts and chimneys of a house 
are cleared of dust and soot. In other woi'ds, it 
does for your air'circulation whatdrano claims 
to do for. your water system. 
As Ayiesworth explains it, the i~rocess is quite 
simple. A power unit is attached to your furnace. 
With the fan removed, "it reverses the process of 
the furnace," he explains. "Instead of. forcing 
the air in, it draws it out." 
So the accumulated soot and other guck is 
drawn out through large hoses to an outside 
truck. The garbage is collected in giant vacuum 
bags. 
One of the companies involved in this cleanup 
operation isProVac Inc. of Kitimat. Aylesworth "
• is handling the Terrace end of things, while 
majority owner George Bamberry is involved in 
Kitimat. 
He wants changes, d ivers i ty  
will affect Terrace." 
He added that the 
preliminary community I/an 
is sorely lacking in the area 
of industrial devniolm|ent. 
Mercer, who says he hks 
labour support but ts not a 
labour council candidate, 
was originally a native of 
Susex, New Brunswick. He 
moved to Toronto where he 
worked as a ~ steei~f i | '  
w~r~er.'He has a wife liiJda, ~ 
and a two.year.old daughter 
Llnda. The candidate has 
lived in the Terrace area for 
the past five and one half 
years. 
In his spare time, Mercer 
works closely with the local 
cubs and scouts. He would 
like to see more people get 
involved with the corn- 
thst people within a com- 
mmlty should become in. 
volvecl with subjects that 
concern that community," 
he remarked.. 
According to .~ercer, the 
present council is "out of 
touch with the community". 
He pointed out that the three 
incumbent aldermen seeking 
re-election were "a lawyer, a 
school teacher, and an ar- 
chiteet", and he would like to 
see a better epresentation 
from the community. 
"I don't hink that any ef 
them listen to the people," 
said Mercer. 
• ~e~,:CNR .emploYee in , .  
tends;to fight the election on. 
another issue, that the 
amendment of the curfew 
bylaw. Mercar, who works i 
an evening shift, thinks 
changes in the bylaw would 
help the police enforce it, 
At present, any youngster " 
17 or under who is on the 
streets late in .the evening is 
subject to a 15 fine. He would 
• ~~~ 
By ED YUDIN "The taxes for companies 
Herald Staff Writer are lower here than in other 
The youngest candidate in areas, especially outaide the 
the Nov. 17 .mUnicipal immediate  Ter race  
elections ees the.economy, district," he noted, in 
as being the,key is~sue. ' . . .  suggesting ways• of at- 
Rnseel Meree~,"',~ traifi" tra~.'~iiig~(,estmeht. "Tl~e 
movement clerk for the splnoff rom any such plant 
C.N.R., would like to see 
more extensive diver- 
sification of the local 
economy. 
Mercer, ~9, has seen the 
negative side of living in a 
town with a boom and bust 
economy. He cited his ex. 
perience as a sawmill 
worker in  Williams Lake 
where, there was an ov.er;i 
speclallzati'on i~ 'fofdst' 
products. 
"We should get back 
towards diversification of 
our major industries," he 
said. "We should have more 
secondary industry." 
Mercer suggested the 
establishment of s trailer 
manufacturing plant as Just 
one idea of widening the munlty. '~" like to see the age lowered to • " RUSSEt MERCER 
t;l ~'r ,' ~"-.,' industrial.base..' * , -  "I have strong feelings 15!and~theJine hiked to 120. 
Pr intmobi le  coming to l i t imat  
The Printmobile, which 
has been at Northwest 
Community College in 
Terrace for the past two 
weeks, will be at Mount 
E1inabeth Senior Secondary 
in Kltimat starting Nov. 10. 
The Printmobile, a 
travelling trailer built and 
equipped to do printmaldng 
d various kinds, is on a tour 
of Um Northwest, and will he 
in Kitimat from November 
10-25, parked at Mount 
Elizabeth. 
The resident artist during 
the Printmobile's stay in 
Kitimat will be Anne Barry, 
an Ontario eollagfal~er and 
silkscreener, who has 
worked with adults and 
children across the country. 
During the Printrnobile's 
visit to Kltlmat several 
unadvertised classes will he 
offered, including a two-day 
sllkscreening refresher 
course, afternoon, evening 
and weekend printmaking 
classes, printmaking and 
papermaking in the 
classroom (for teachers), 
and a hand papermaking 
workshop with Jory 
Atkinson, the Printmobile's 
art technician. Atkinson 
t i l l i l , l t t~ , i ,  I ~. 
i l l ( l l l i l~ l / l l ,~ : : "  
I l l l t t l | i l ,~ . , , l l ,  
I t l t l t t t ' i+~'~l  l 
. / i . t l<t l i l l  ~ , "i 
suggests that all those in- ordyelghtstndentsatatime, 
terested in the papermalting so early registration is ad- 
workshop save their fluff vised. 
from the dryer. All classes The Printmobile is a part 
will provide hands-on oll the Emily Carr College of 
practice. Art's Outreach program, 
Registration and further which is in existanee to 
information are avsilable provide access to art 
from the Kitimat branch of facilities to people who 
Northwest Community wouldn't normally have it. 
College at .,32-4766. The C I I  
Printmobile accommodates 0 e g e  
. . . . .  :~ .  ~ <~,t.~'~e~t~!'~'~ 
:: ~ ~ ~>~ !~ >:..'~'J <,4 
. . . . .  courses 
> . ~-~ck/s;i.-'>!?>~+<~'>..! 
t 
., • Two short 10ut important 
~!~ .. community education 
~, l  ~ ~" :  ,ecureel begin Monday, Nov. 
~: .., 5 in conjunction with Nor- 
th~yest Community College ~ . ,~ .+< .):. 'In t Terrace. ' Defensive Driving is the ~. 'J,~ ~':¢o~sU ,. recommended by ' . i the B.C. Motor Vehicles ~ ~"'~ .~l".branch• and the Canada 
. '  ~.~lt :" , . . . .  IS  ~' .~ll Sl~ty ~'ouncti. Th course 
]:~~i". ~ only take three evenings 
] ~]  ~hbur tLme, but it may save 
• ~ . . . . .  ;i:~! "Vatlr life 
~ ~J ' There is still room in this 
.... ~ "da~,~ 'interested people 
• may rngltter at the first 
• session, which begins 
'Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Room 
? at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
Also @e~mdng Monday at 
Caledonia is Cltlaenship 
................. Preparation. This course 
~ ~  h-ppons in room i from 7:3O 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on Mondays 
and Wednesdays for two end 
............ a half weeks. Anyone who 
i applied for Cansdian 
Itisenship or is considering 
ft, or any adult who wants to 
learn more about Canada, is 
welcome. Registration takes 
place at 7:30 p.m. tonight at 
the first e lm.  
A LEADING KILLER 
Choking on food is the 
seventh leading cause of 
death in the United States. 
Inquiry 
called on 
I t '  assau  "~ 
on chi ld 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  Hu. 
man Resources Minister 
Grace McCarthy has called 
fer an investigation to find 
out why a H-year.old f~ter 
child was returned to her 
foster father alter she told 
human resources officials he 
assaulted her. 
The 48-year-old Richmond, 
B.C. man was sentenced last 
week to 90 days in Jail and 
three years probation after 
pleading uilty to indecent 
assault against his three 
foster daughters, ages 14, 13 
and 12. He was also fined 
tq)0 and ordered to do 1,000 
hours of community work. 
In several incidents, the 
children were stripped, 
bound, fondled, lightly 
beaten and photographed by 
the man in his basement 
workshop. 
The eldest girl complained 
to human resources in 1977, 
but was returned home to the 
man after an Investigation. 
Mrs. McCarthy said she 
was not personally aware of 
the incident before it came 
tip. In the courts and has 
asked her deputy minister to 
prepare a report tor her, 
CLEAN 
WINDOW 
CANBERRA (R'euter) i
Australian Prime Minister 
Malcolm Fraser, who is 
recovering from a mild bout 
of pneumonia, was drenched 
while in his sick bed by a 
window cleaner's, high- 
pressure hose, a spokesman 
for the prime minister said 
today. 
He said the window 
cleaners had made sure all 
the windows were closed 
before starting work at 
Fraser's home last Friday. 
But a maid, unaware of what 
was going on, opened his 
bedroom window to let in 
some fresh air. 
When the work started, the 
.~t3rime~'~inister get soaked,~ 
PowerVac's operations are slightly different 
from other powervacuuming companies, ac- 
cording to Bamberry. 
"Our's is much safer," he says in explaining 
his company's power unit is unique in that it 
operates independant of a truck's motor. 
"In addition, our company isemployee owned, 
every employee has a share in the business." 
What are the benefits of powervacuuming, 
aside from cleaning out  the soot? 
"The idea of the whole thing is to clean out all 
your dust, to prevent allergies, lower the ctiance 
of chimney fires, and make it a lot cleaner," 
Aylesworth said. "Besides, you don't have to 
vacuum your home as often, after a powervac 
your home is relatively dust-free." 
The cleanup operation also saves energy, 
Aylesworth asserts. 
"Anytirde of the year is a good time to get a 
house powervaced," explained Babberry, who is 
an engineer by trade. "Naturally the sum- 
mertime is best as the furnace is not operating." 
Different powervac operations are priced from 
$35 to $65, depending on whether it is a chimney 
which needs to be cleaned out, or just the air 
ducts. The operation takes three hours to 
complete, according to Aylesworth. 
So. if smoke gets in your eyes ... 
Applications date 
has been extended 
Young Canad ian  
musicians, aged 14 to 25, 
have an additional op- 
portunity to apply for an 
audition for the 1980 edition 
of the National Youth Or- 
chestra of Canada, the major 
training ground for 
Canadian orchestra l  
musicians. 
The NYO has announced 
that applications will now be 
accepted up to midnight on 
December 15. 
Previously announced 
deadlines no longer apply 
due to changes in the 
audition schedule across 
Colt" Colt: 
i t, 45 i ', , 45 
so by tape. All enquiries 
should be made to the 
National Youti~ (h'ches~a, 
76 Charles ~treet we,,t, 
Toronto, Ontario, MSS 1K8, 
Telephone (416) 922-5031. 
An alternate address i  385 
Place Louisiane, Suite 208, 
Longueuil, Quebec J4H IA8, 
Telephone (514) 652-2971, 
extension 273. 
ADOPT NEW PLAN 
SLIMBRIDGE, England 
(CP) -- The Wildfowl Trust 
is trying to raise about $3 
million for conservation a d 
is asking sympathizers to 
Canada. Students unable to "Adopt a Duck" at about 
hake wldv~ auditionimay .do~l t:$7.50~sch.l 
,g : .~ .#. ,  • 
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Technology is the dominant component of our 
society. Everything we do is dependent on the proper 
function of that technology, from the preparation of 
our food to the way in which we communicate with 
each other. 
Dispite the overwhelming importance of this facet 
of our live~, or perhaps becausb of it, very few people 
in modern North American society can claim any 
understanding of the processes that make our lives 
work the way they do. 
It is important to at least ry to stay abreast of what 
is happening in the world. The problem is that the 
more advances technology makes, the more doors are 
opened for future advancement, the faster this ad- 
vancement proceeds, and the harder it is to keep up. 
We are caught in a Catch-22: the harder we struggle 
to keep up, the farther behind we fall. 
The frustration this separation from the fun- 
damental operations of our lives creates removes us 
further from the chance we might have to figure out 
what is going on. 
What many social critics and commentators believe 
must happen in order for our society to survive is that 
a method must be created that will allow the majority 
of people in the society, those who care; to understand 
at least the fundamentals of the technological d- 
vances which shape our culture and our lives. 
James Burke's series "Connections", which airs 
Sunday nights on channel 9 cable, is an attempt o 
provide a simple background for understanding. 
The show'doe~n't try to feed a lot of information i to 
the minds of the viewers. Rather, it shows the 
progression of the technological dvancements which 
have led society to its present state. 
Burke shows how the invention of the c l~k led to the 
creation of the assembly line, and how the waterwheel 
led to the computer. The shows are simple. That's the 
whole idea. 
Any technocratic historian worth his salt can show 
how new knowledge is piled up. The problem with 
asking people like that is that no,one but other 
technocrats can understand what they are talking 
about. 
Burke's series is open to charges of over- 
simplification. It may have some basis. But it's a 
start. The show is informative, ntertaining, andeasy 
on the eyes. In the tradition of such programs as 
Kenneth Clark's "Civi l ization" and Jacob 
Bronowski's "The Ascent of Man", it is marvellously 
produced with some incredible location shots from all 
over the world, and good recreations ofperiod scenes. 
For other attempts to tie the damnably confusing 
world of technology together, one can read books by 
men like Theodore Roszak or Zbigniew Brzezinski for 
opposite viewpoints. Carry a dictionary, though, they 
are tough to read. 
Or, turn on the TV Sunday night a 8 p.m., channel 9, 
for a considerably more accessible and entertaining 
vision of the technological maze our world has 
become. 
Dixie Lee Ray, the governor of Washington State, 
said, "Fear of technology is based on ignorance, and 
once knowledge is obtained, fear disappears." 
Sometimes, I think, the opposite is true. But 
although no-one will ever be able to keep up with the 
world again, we can at least ry to understand how we 
got here. 
James Burke has provided a chance to begin. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: Peace has found from pant 
It is not Grecnpeace'e xperience that publicity, 
actions that are to be however, will produce ac- 
deplored, but rather, the tion. They risk ira- 
bureaucratic system that prisoument, physical harm 
forces them t~ resort o such and even the annoyance of 
guerilla methods to get trophy hunters to publicize 
results. Political red tape their protest. 
and 'buck passing' in tin. If Mr. Shelford could 
plementing any change in guarantee as impressive a
the system are painfuily weil response as Greenpeaco 
I~own. produces, these risks 
Registering a formal wouldn't be necessary. But 
complaint with those who while they are, Grecnpeaco 
make the laws and is to be applauded their 
courage and initiative. 
regulations does not produce Sincerely, 
immediate results nor even 
immediate notice. Green. HedyBrower 
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REFUGEE STORY 
Not all of them escape 
Thousands of Cambodians 
try to escape the war bet- 
ween the Vietnamese- 
backed government of Heng 
Samrln and the soldiers of 
former premier 'Pol Pot. 
Many reach Thai border 
camps where international 
aid .organizations try to help 
them but for some it is too 
late. Jeffrey Robbins, 
Southeast Asia photoeditor 
for The Associated Pre~, 
writes of one child, one day. 
By JEFFREY ROBBINS 
SA KAEW, Thailand (AP) 
-- She was only five years 
old. It took her months to 
walk to this refugee camp. 
But it took her only 30 
minutes to die, her twigthin 
,arms and legs spread out on 
'a straw mat as a doctor and 
two aides fought to find a 
vein for a bl.oed transfusion. 
"I can't find a vein, I can't 
find a vein," the doctor mut- 
tered as he probed her arms, 
her groin, her neck, 
shrunken from malnutrition. 
Her heart stopped once but 
with massaging a nurse 
brought it back to life. It 
stopped again and the nurse 
gave her mouthto-mouth 
resuscitation; the doctor 
pushed on her thin chest. 
This time she was dead. 
Her mother, who squatted 
timidly in the background, 
began to cry quietly but was 
too shy to come forward to 
hold her. motionless child. 
Medical aides carried the 
body away. 
For Dr. Andre Pieren of 
France, there was no time 
for reflection about he little 
girl. By the time she was 
carried away he was down 
on his knees again beside the 
next patient. 
The little girl, who had 
trekked for months with her 
family through the Cam- 
bodian jungle, trying to 
escape the starvation and 
war of her country, found 
sanctuary in this Thai camp 
Monday morning. 
She lay for three hours at a 
nursing station in this camp 
of 30,000 refugees before the 
doctors realized she was 
dying. "If this had been a 
normal hospital under 
normal conditions anywhere 
else in the world, we would 
have saved her," said one 
medical atd. 
The little girl was one of 20 
refugees who died Monday in 
this camp. 
The doctors, too few and 
without the equipment for 
proper diagnosis and care, 
pick their way among the 
patients who lie Jumbled 
together -  those with 
malaria, with tuberculosis, 
with acute malnutrition, 
with dysentery, retching and 
defecating where they lie, 
"We do what we nan," said 
Jeffrey Chulay, a U.S. 
volunteer doctor, "but it's 
very frustrating because it is 
so difficult to know what is 
wrong, with the limited 
equipment we have. 
"We treat fever as 
malaria. We treat people 
who look pale as anemia. If 
they don't get better we see 
what else we can do." 
The hespital has adequate 
medicine and a dozen over- 
worked doctors and nurses, 
as well as an out-patlent 
department run by the Thai 
Red Cross, which treats 
about 1,300 People aday. But 
there are too many seriously 
ill people for the care to 
adequate. , ; 
'Tve never seen this many 
people this sick," Chulay 
said. 
MAKES HIM LEPER 
Hard hat poses Problem 
VANCOUVER (CP) ' -  workers' compensation prohibitodby'hlsreligious to the Fraser Valley 
A baDtised..Sikh testified board regulations. The beliefs, where he now has a Job at 
Monchy he ~ces an or- issue was brought to a Toor said he came to a lumber mill" doing the 
dained eath as a leper if human rights hearing Canada in 1970 from the same Job he was doing at 
he is required to wear a after allegations of Punjab region of India the Finhy mill, but does 
hard hat over'his turban, religious discrimination, where he had served in not have to wear a hard 
Avtar Singh Toor, Toor said he was the Indian army and had hat over his turban. 
giving evidence at a suspended nearly a year seen combat action. He His lawyer, Robert 
British Columbia human ago from his Job as a bull decided to become a Bellows," stated that 
rights board inquiry,.said edger operator at the baptized Slkh three years different safety in- 
the leper penalty was laid Finley Forest Industries ago at Mackenzie where opectors appear to en- 
down by a revered gnru in lumber mill at ~ was working at the force board safety 
the Slkh faith and is a Mackenzie, B.C,, when he t~lalllay mill. regulations differently. 
religious belief that refused a company order "~[~.&asid that before his The inquiry board was 
cannot be questioned, to wear a hard hat over bap~, .he  did not wear told that the unique ease 
The instruction to his turban and an urder to aturb~nMdworeahard involves a conflict bet- 
baptized Sikhs is that secure the religious bat in c~n~l~l~iance with ween two provincial 
nothing may be worn over bracelet he wears on his company regulations, government depart- 
the turban. It is one of the wrist with tape. The After his baptism, he ~ents, the human rights 
five reqniremento that company was carrying began to wear a turban Iz'~ch and the workers' 
must be obeyed and it out heard regulations, and re~used the hardhat, comlMmaUon board, with 
includes the wearing of a He told the hearing, in Toor testified he wan the nol~mm B,C. lumber 
special bracelet on the the Punjabi tongue prepared to accept compm~,~ caught in the 
right wrist at all times, through an interpreter, alternate work in the middle. "~, 
the hearing was told. that he refused the tape plant not requiring' the Robert B~on, counsel 
Toor's strict corn- order became the tape safety hat but none was for the board~ said the 
pilanea with religious law could damage or remove offered, He .said he came only lasue at stake is 
clashed with B.C. heir and this, also is to Vancouver, then went .safety. 
HE'LL STAY. 
B.C.,s re l . .  ,g,ous lord 
100 MILE HOUSE, B.C. 
(CP) --  A 70.year.old 
English lord who heads a 
religious sect is causing a 
stir in British newspapers 
because he is rightful heir to 
a stately English home. 
Lord Martin Cecil has 
lived on a cattle ranch in 
B.C.'s Interior for 50 years, 
but it's his future inheritance 
that has gossip columnists in 
a flap. 
Lord Martin is the younger 
brother of the Marquis of 
Exeter, Sir David George 
Brownlow Cecil, 74, whose 
country seat is Burghley 
House, a 300.room 
Elizabethan mansion near 
Stamford, Lincolnshire. 
"People are afraid that a 
religious ect will move into 
historic Burghley," said 
Lady Olgn Maitland, a 
columnist for the London 
Sunday Express. 
"It's a magnificent pUe --  
a "first class country home 
with a huge park all around 
it. The Queen stays at 
Burghiey when the horse 
trials are held every sum- 
mer." 
• Lord Exeter's only son, 
John, died in 1934. So when 
the current earl dies, the title 
will pass to Lord Martin and 
his descendants, 
Lord Martin is head of the 
Emissaries of Divine Light, 
a group with an estimated 
2,000 members in Canada, 
the U.S., Europe, Africa and 
Asia. When he dies, the 
family title will pass to his 
son Michael, also active in 
the sect. 
Lady Maitland says Lord 
Exeter has taken steps to 
ensure that the home 
remains on the English side 
of the family. He's set up a 
charitable trust fund and a 
discretionary fund to funnel 
back income from the Bur- 
ghley estate into the house 
and to his descendants. 
Lord Exeter, denied in a 
telephone interview from his 
Londou flat Wednesday that 
the m~ves are aimed at 
preventing his brother from 
getting his hands on 
Burghley House, 
"I see my brother from 
time to time - -  he's got the 
ranch in B.C,," he said, "We 
set up the trust funds as the 
only way to keep Burghley 
House o~n to the nubile." 
Built during the l:ei~ of 
Queen Elizabeth I, the house 
"is full of treasures, and I 
just live in a co~er of it," 
said. "About 60,000 people 
visit every ear but it's very 
expensive to run." 
Lord Exeter sa id his 
brother's religious beliefs do 
not concern him, 
"He runs his religious 
group --he's a grown man, 
entitled to do as he likes." 
Lord Martin says it isn't a 
~eligious group and mem- 
bers don't Join, they Jnst live 
a certain lifestyle. 
"While it has what would 
be thought of as religious 
overtones, there are no 
particular questions of~ 
faith," he said. "We are 
concerned with practical 
living, including some as- 
Pects of spirituality." 
Lord Martin says his 
family and a holding com- 
pany operate a 12,000-acre 
cattLe ranch at 100 Mile 
House, 450 kilometres, 
northeast of Vancouver. 
"This whole thing is a lot of 
ridiculous nonsense," he 
said, "Gossip, gossip, gossip. 
I have been here about 50 
years, and that speaks for 
itself, I might not even 
outLive my brother," 
Ottawa - What a spectacle, former Privy Council i
Clerk Michael Pitfield, all self-pity the other dayat he 
Toronto Canadian Club lamenting the hard and  
heartless times that politicians and bureaucrats have 
come upon. 
Don't buy a word of it. 
They never had it so good. 
And there was Mr. Pitfield, with a straight face, 
claiming that what he himself called "the threat of 
scandal" and abuseby the public and neWs media was 
driving the nation's finest minds-the selfless 
. politicians and public servants--from the until.now 
seemingly bottomless treasury trough. 
Not that he claims they are above making mistakes, 
-after all they are only human, aren't they? 
What hurts, he says, is the public crucifixion they 
suffer when they make these piddling little bloopers 
that can Cost the taxpayers millions. 
But did he name one? 
Cite a single case of a public sacrifice? 
You guessed it. 
Not a one. 
He coulc]n't. 
For there haven't been any. 
Year after monotonous year the Auditor General 
has  reported scores of instances of waste, ex- 
travagance, sloth, even misappropriation a d other 
forms of fiddling running into seven figures. 
And whatevery has happened? 
Nothing, except that the Public Accounts Corn-, 
mittee deplores and exhorts. ' • 
Never any names, therefore no pack drill. 
The Auditor General can outline careful ly'  
documented case histories, and still nothing. 
Meanwhile, moans Michael Pitfield, the poor per- 
accused politicians and bureaucrats are being driven . 
to distraction by what heterms the "mindless" lash of 
criticism by the news media and the taxpayers who 
pay the shot. 
Driven to distraction--but seldom if ever to 
resignation. 
Result has been, warned the former Liberal Cabinet 
secretary, that the "brightest and the best" in the 
country have avoided public service. ~ 
So if he is correct about hat, what are we getting, 
the "dullest and the worst?" 
Be they either or both or, more likely, a mix of the 
two, like the settlers of the 1800's crossing the plains, 
they have drawn a defensive circle--a modern day  
wagon train ring-- to fight off, not the Indians of 
course, but the "savages" out there among the 
outraged taxpayers who want some scalps. 
Old "Fort Ottawa" has developed a siege mentality., 
Behind the barricades the pols have.built.their own ,~ 
private privileged world. 
They begin drawing their parliamentary pensions, 
assuming they last in the Commons a min imum o! six 
years, the very day they leave. 
You wait till you're 65. 
Not to name names, but ponder this. 
Out of nowhere they come. 
And if they make it into the power circle, they find 
the world at their feet. 
Visit Britain and a Rolls meets them at Heathrow. 
At the suite in the Savoy, the Carleton Towers, the ~ 
Dorchester, or Claridge's, a boWer of flowers,, wine..I 
'. and a royal welcome. A drive thro~ghiSondon a d out ~"i 
into the green and beautiful land a//d the biggest lime ~ 
in the government garages at Westminister, with 
uniformed chauffeur and attendant flunkies, slinks up 
to the door. 
Suddenly they're royalty, at home and even more so 
abroad, a breed apart. 
Is it any wonder it's all so wonderful? 
And that they experience instant omniscience? 
Lecturing the Argentines on their way of life when 
it'snbne of their business, except that Canada loses a ~ 
~I .,b~on or so in a Candu reactor, deal, ~ 
Or they preach on bigotry to a certain segment of 
their staff with the big cities already so overrun by 
blacks, browns and tans that "whitey" feels in the . 
minority, expecially in Toronto and parts of Van- 
couver. 
Of off the cuff they intrude in an ancient in- 
ternational feud, and whiz, out of the window zips a 
few hundred million dollars of export deals to the 
Middle East. 
Letters  we lcome 
The Herald welcom~ its readers comments, ~ 
All letters to the editor ot general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, etain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds ot possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for' 
,publicatlm must be signed. ., 
• i 
"Your  green pills are all gone. Do you wanna 
take a blue and a yel low?" 
¢. 
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SPOR 
The Canadian Football' 
l.cague's regular season 
came to a cloae in fitting 
ration ml Sunday with a 
~x~uple of laughers. 
Afte T all, a lot of folks have 
statesitthat the 1979 version 
td the CFL has been one big 
joke. 
Be that as it may, both 
Montreal Alouettes and 
Calgary Stampeders did 
plenty of musele flexing on 
Sunday as both clubs tuned 
up (or the playoffs that open 
ne~t weekend. 
In the Western FonthaU 
C~nference,  Ca lgary  
Stampeders rolled over 
Saskatchewan Ronghflders 
41.8. But that was not a new 
experienee to the Ronghins 
who ended their season with 
a 2-14 record. 
Montreal Alouettes, top 
club in the EFC, had an 
~y Ually easy time breezing Hamilton Tiger-Cats 41-20 
despite a juggled offensive 
lineup. 
In Saturclay's action, 
Ottawa Rough Riders came 
alive in the second hall to 
defeat Toronto Argonauts 23- 
6 and Edmonton Eskimos 
downed British Columbia 
Lions 23-t7. 
Action now shifts to the 
coming weekend when the 
Lions visit Calgary in the 
WFC's: semi-final on 
Aiouettes, Stamps ready 
Saturday while Ottawa plays 
host o the Ticats In th EFC's 
semi-final on Sunday. 
Quarterback Ken Johnson 
had a big day Sunday for the 
Stamps, completing 14 of 20 
passes for 305 yards and four 
touchdowns. He received 165 
yards on one play When he 
teamed with WHile' Arm. 
stead in the third quarter. 
The Stampeders, who 
finished two points back of 
Edmonton with a 12-4 record, 
McAleney of Sanders' 
performance. 
"They hurt us in the air 
and they beat us bad in the 
secondary," said Saskat- 
chewan coach Ron Lan- 
caster. 
Armstead scored two 
touchdowns while Kelvin 
Kirk, James Sykes and Tom 
Forzani added a touchdown 
apiece. 
Joey Waiters scored Sas- 
katehewan's lone major on a 
fumble recovery. 
led 20-1 at the half and put In Montreal, the Alouettes 
the game out of reach with , forced two changes in the 
two quick touchdowns late in CFL record manual. 
the second quarter. They Don Sweet's fifth convert, 
dominated . throughout, 
rolling up 523 yards in total 
offence. 
One of the few statistics 
the Roughriders were ahead 
on was penalty yardage. 
They were caught 13 times 
for 173 yards while Calgary 
after O'Leary's TD at 7:41 of 
the final quarter, was the 
Montreal kicker's ISSth 
consecutive successful at- 
tempt, surpassing the CFL 
mark of 154 by Gerry Organ 
of Ottawa. 
Dickie Harris also 
was penalized 14 times for, established a record with his 
140 yards, third touchdown on a punt 
The Roughies offence, led return this season when he 
by quarterback Danny galloped 97 yards for a 
Sanders, never got un- major. 
tracked and gained just 212 The Alouettes were forced 
yards. Sanders, harassed all to improvise, especially on 
day by the Calgary defence; offence, when several 
• hit on 15 of 37 passes but also -players were lost through 
gave up three interceptions: 'injury. None was believed 
"Herolledandheteoka lot serious. 
olhitsbutthatkidhesalotof. Running back David 
guts," said Calgary's Green left with a burn on his 
defensive lineman Ed  left shoulder from the ar- 
Steelers impressive 
"You don't_~cl~i~-n a day. sounds from the stands - - '  Colts 38 Bengais 28 
like this. Y0tC:~.~it: go 'out" bobindi then the shuffling of Bert Jones threw a TD 
there and it l ta~i~ '  Tbr~ ~: fe~t ad people headed toward pass, then reinjured his fight 
Bradshnw said of Pittsburgh the exitslong before the final: sheulder, so Greg Landry 
Steelers' offence, gun. took over and threw two 
Hecould have been talking 
about he Los Angeles Rams' 
defence, too. 
Bradshaw, the Steelers' 
quar terback ,  r ipped 
Washington for 311 yards 
and four TDs in a 38-7 victory 
over the Redskins. 
The Steelers amassed 545 
"It was nice to hear the secondhalfscoringstrikesto 
crowd boo somebody else for carry the Colts past Cth- 
a change," guard Dennis cinnati. 
Herrah said after the Rams "This is a real step for- 
had demolished the ward for us, to be able to win 
Seahawks in the Kingdome; thegamewithout Bert," said 
"It's been a miserable coach Ted Marehibroda. 
throe weeks," Baden said. Cardinals 37 Vikings 7 
"Everybody's been on our Ottla Anderson rushed for 
yardsin olfence, That must hacks." He'llbeon the bench 164 yards and .~vo TDs to 
have .,le{t~.. &h# i, Seattle, ~ext.~apn~l. y, in Ch i~go~lead ,the., CardlnUls. :past 
Seahawl~q: ;~h~.kL!lW.~T; Aft~ hiiti~:,lT,q.( ~1 , i~  s~ l~ i n d~ s~ t~Y  A;fi de:rS o n 
he:;ds :They "~anag~[ ~2 "foi" 172 ya ic~ t~v~o t nch- "~came the first St L'0uis 
fewer yards. 
Yes, you read it right. 
Seattle finished with a minus 
seven yards in total offence 
against the Los Angeles 
defenoe, surpassing the 
Natkmal Football League 
futility record previously 
held by Denver. The Broncoa 
came out of a Sept. 10, 1967, 
game against Oa,klan~.~,lth 
minus five. . ' • '" , ~," ,  r, ,~| 
Oh, yes ,~ '~a~ offence 
woke up, too, with Pat Haden 
throwing two touchdown 
passes in Lon Angeles' 24-0 
laugher. 
In Sunday's other games it 
was Cleveland 24, 
Philadelphia 19; DaUas 16, 
New York Giants 14; New 
England 26, Buffalo 6; 
Atlanta.17, Tampa Bay 14; 
Baltimore 38, Cincinnati 28; 
St. Louis 37, Minnesota 7; 
San Diego 20, Kansas City 
14; Chicago 35, Detroit 7; 
Denver 10, New Orleans 3; 
Oakland 23, San Francisco 
10, ~nd New York Jets 27, 
Green Bay 22. 
Houston visits Miami 
tonight, 
John Stallworth, who 
caught six passes for 126 
yards, had an ll.yard TD 
catch in the first quarter and 
nabbed Bradehaw's last pass 
of the game just five plays 
into the third quarter with a 
receptim for a TD covering 
65 yards. 
Rams t4 8¢ahawkg O 
For the past few games, 
the "What's wrong with the 
Rams?" talk had been ac- 
centuated by discomforting 
downs against Seattle, . rookie to reach 1,000 yards. 
Haden broke a finger on his . Chargers 20 Chiefs 14 
passing hand in the sei:md Dan FouLs passed for 229 
quarter. ' 'yards -- failing to reach 300 
Browns 24 Eagles 19 for the fourth straight week 
The Eagles lost despite -- and one touchdown in San 
Wilbert Montgomery's 197 Diego's victory in Kansas 
yards rushing and Harold City. The Chargers, 7-3, 
Carmichae l ' s  record  remained tied with Denver 
reception in a 106th"con:~,~n first place in the AFC 
secutive game. , ....... " ,~est .  
'Th~B~t~n..s, trailtt~/~.~i~'~ea& 35 Lions 1 
l~[e lfi the fourth ~eriod; ~:u'( Steve Schubert returned a
the margin to two points on 
Brian Sipe's five.yard pass 
to Ozzte Newsome, then got 
the winning TD with 55 
seconds left on Mike Pruitt's 
24.yard sprint. 
COwboys 16 Giants 14 
Roger Staubach passed 32 
yards to Drew Pearson for a 
touchdown with 2:24 to play, 
then guided Dallas into 
position for Rafael Septien's 
third field goal of the game, 
a 22-yarder with three 
seconds remaining thatbeat 
the Giants. 
Patriots 26 Bills 6 
Steve Grogan passed for 
350 yards and three touch- 
downs -- including bombs of 
63 and 34 yards to Stanley 
Morgan --  while New 
England sacked Joe 
Fergason seven times in the 
shellacking of the Bills. 
punt 77 yards for one TD and 
Walter Payton rushed for 113 
yards and two TDs (from one 
and five yards out) in 
Chicago's thumping of the 
Lions. 
Broncos 10 Saints 3 
The game's lone TD came 
in the fourth quarter, Craig 
Morton's 12-yard pass to 
Rick Upchurch capping a 76- 
yard, 17-play drive 
highlighted by Morton's 20- 
yarder to Haven Moses. 
Raiders 23 49ers 10 
Ken Stabler hooked up 
with Cliff Branch on scoring 
passes of eight and nine 
yards to keep Oakland within 
one game of the AFC West 
lead and band the 49ers their 
eighth loss in nine games, 
matched only by the Lions. 
Jets 27 Packers 22 
Richard Todd's TD passes 
of six yards to Bruce Harper 
Falcons 17 BUtS 14 ' ', '. 'ahd '32 yards to Jerome 
Steve Barlkowskl pitched B~" rkum, Toni Llnhart's two 
a four.yard TD pass to Jim field goals and Greg Buttie's 
Mitchell early in the fourth interception of a David 
quarter and Bubba Bean Whitehurst pass at the Jets' 
raced 60 yards for a score 24-yard line in the final 
with 1:22 to go to beat Tampa minute carried New York 
Bay. past Green Bay. 
Williams, Sonics hot 
"The better we play de- Cleveland 123 Kansas City the Blazers' disadvantage to
fence," says Seattle'S Gus ll0; Houston 114 Detroit 111; 116-114 with 14 seconds left. 
Williams, "the easier,it is to 
play offence." 
The SuperSonics. played 
both well enough Sunday 
night o beat Milwaukee 114- 
101 and snap the Bucks' lO- 
game National Basketball 
Asscciatlos winning streak. 
Despite being on the road, 
the Sonle8 were red hot from 
the start, outscorlng 
Milwaukee 42-24 in the 
opening quarter. Williams 
scored lg of his 27 points in 
that quarter. 
In other games, Portland 
Trail Blazers beat San 
Antonio Spurs 127-124 in 
overtime and New Jersey 
Nets defeated Kansas City 
Kings 101-98. 
In .Saturday's acUos it was 
~)ston 118 Washington W', 
Atlanta IiO, New Jersey IU7, 
Philadelphia 120 Indiana 
114; Milwaukee 136 Chicago 
134; Golden State 130 Denver 
103 and San Diego 126 Utah 
109. 
Marques Johnson and 
Junior Bridgaman scored 20 
points apiece for Milwaukee 
while Lonnie Shelten had 17 
points and Dennis Johnson 
Nets lOt Kings 
John Willlamson scored 23 
points, including two baskets 
after the score was tied 90-90 
and two free throws that 
clinched the victory in the 
clesing seconds. 
The Kings had overcome a 
20`point third-quarter deficit 
only to suffertheir third 
and Jack Sikma scored 15 straight Ions on the road, 
each for the Sonics, despite 26 points from Phil 
Blazers 127 Spurs 124 Ford. 
Portland overcame an 
etghtpoint deficit wit}" 46 ~ ~  
seconds remaining in 
regulation play to raise its 
record to 11-2, tops in the 
NBA.  CHRISTMAS 
Portland trailed 115.1o7 
with 46 seconds remaining, SEALS 
but Tom ()wens hit two field 
tificial surface at Olympic 
Stadium, and tight end 
Chuck McMann suffered 
damage to his ribs. Slotback 
Larry Smith suffered an 
ankle injury, and O'Leary 
was poked in an eye. Guard 
Ray Watrin injured a knee 
and a finger. 
"I was really proud of the 
guys who came in and played 
out of position, sometimes 
for the first time, and played 
so well," said Aloueltes head. 
coach Joe Scannella. 
Willie Hampton, Keith 
Baker, Nick Arakgi and 
O'Leary scored the other 
Alouette touchdowns. 
Running back Rufus 
Crawford, making his debut 
with the Tiger.Cats, scored 
two touchdowns, while Leif 
Pettersen added the other. 
Scanella was especially 
pleased with the per- 
formance of quarterback Joe 
Barnes who hit on 14 of 20 
passes for 203 yards. 
"Barnes (Joe) played the 
best game I'veseen him play 
in two years. He was 
throwing very well, really 
moving the club, and did a 
hell of a job." said ScaneHa. 
Barnes aid it was a make- 
do situation. "We were 
playing with a lot of pickup 
players," he said. "It was 
like a sandlot Rame." 
NHL 
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phillie flying 
Will early success spoil 
Philadelphia Flyers down 
the road? Not if coach Pat 
Quinn can help it. 
"I like to keep an even 
keel," said Quinn after his 
club raised its record Io 9-1-1 
with a 3-1 victory over 
Buffalo Sabres on Sunday 
night. 
"This is nice," Qninn said 
of the team's quick start. 
"But you have to prepare for 
other games so that the 
losses are not so traumatic." 
"You can't help but be 
happy at what is going.on," 
said Bobby Clarke, who 
doubles as a player and an 
assistant coach. "But you 
can't get overly excited with 
70 games to go. What makes 
this game so pleasant was 
that we had four guys not 
dressed .who played 
regularly for us." 
Despite the absence of 
Reggie Leach, Bob Dailey, 
Behn Wilson and Andre 
Dupont, the Flyers were able 
to beat Buffalo and extend 
their unbeaten string to nine 
games with their sixth con- 
secutive victory. 
In other games Sunday, 
Quebec Nordiques heat 
Detroit Red Wings 5-1, Los 
Angeles Kings defeated 
Chicago Black Hawks 5-3, 
Boston Bruins edged Ed- 
monton Oilers2-1, New York 
Islanders and Winnipeg Jets 
battled to a 4.4 tie and New 
York Rangers topped Van- 
couver Canucks 4-2. 
In Saturday's action, 
Ph i lade lph ia  downed 
Montreal Canadiens 5-3, 
Colorado Rockies defeated 
the Rangers 7-2, Minnesota 
North Stars defeated 
Washington Capitals 7-1, 
Detroit blanked Chicago 2-0, 
Buffalo edged Toronto Maple 
Leafs 4-3, St. Louis Blues 
downed Los Angeles 4-1 and 
Atlanta Flames and Pitt- 
sburgh Penguins played to a 
3-3 tie. 
Philadelphia took a 1-0 
lead at 7:24 of the first period 
when left winger Bill Barber 
beat Sabres' goalie Bob 
Sauve. Buffalo tied the game 
at 12:54 on a powerplay goal 
by Danny Gare, but Ken 
Linseman put Philadelphia 
back in front at 14:31 of the 
second period. 
Nordlquea 5 Red Wings ! 
Serge Bernier scored the 
tiebreaking oal at 1:46 of 
the second period and the 
Nordiques went on to defeat 
Detroit, which had taken an 
early lead on a power-play 
goal by Dale McCourt. Rogie 
Vachon, who had a shutout 
again.st Chicago on Satur- 
day, had a rough night in 
goal for Detroit, stopping 
just 22 of 27 shots. 
John Smrke, Dale 
Hoganson, Wally Weir and 
Richard Lcduc also scored 
for que~c. 
Kings 5 Black Hawks 3 
Marcel Dionne scored 
three goals and had two 
assists, raising his NHL- 
leading point-total to 33, in 
Los Angeles' victory. Dionne 
scored a goal in each period 
and assisted on Charlie 
Simmer's tie-breaking oal 
NHL STATS 
WALES CONFERENCE 
Norris Dlvlalon 
WL T F A P 
N~ntreal 7 3 2 49 38 16 
Los Ang 7 4 2 60 55 16 
Pittsburgh 4 4 2 38 38 10 
Hartford 3 4 4 29 33 10 
Detroit . 3 6 2 32 36 8 
Adams DIvisi0n 
Buffalo 7 4 2 42 32 16 
Minnesota 7 3 1 4S 33 IS 
Boston 6 2 3 38 29 15 
O~e~ec 4 5 2 33 35 11 
Toronto 4 7 I 37 43 9 
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE 
Pitr ick Divlslnn 
Phila 9 1 1 $1 36 19 
Atlanta S 4 3 43 37 13 
Islanders 4 4 3 39 36 11 
Rangers S 6 1 49 48 11 
Washington 3 7 2 36 54 8 
Smytha Olvlslon 
Vancouver 4. 4 4 37 35 12 
St. Louis 4 S 3 31 37 I1 
Winnipeg 4 5 3 26 36 I1 
Chicago 3 6 3 25 34 9 
Edmonton 2 5 S 41 54 8 
Colorado 2 7 2 30 37 6 
Saturday Results 
Colorado 7 NY Rangers 2 
Philadelphia 5 Montreal 3 
Atlanta 3 Pittsburgh 3 
Minnesota 7 Washington t 
Detroit 2 Chicago 0 
St. Louis 4 Los Angele s 1 
Buffalo 4 Toronto 3 
Monday's Game 
Washington at Montreal 
National Hockey League scor- 
Ing leaders after Sunday 
games: 
O A P 
Dlonne, LA 14 19 33 
Simmer, LA 14 11 25 
Lefleur, Mtl 12 10 
Taylor, LA 9 13 22 
Goring, LA 4 17 21 
Trottler, NYI 7 12 19 
Nilsson, All 9 8 17 
late in the third period. Dong 
Halward added Kings other 
goal while Reggle Kerr, Bob 
Murray, Grant Muivey and 
Alain Daigle scored for the 
Hawks. 
Bruins 20iler~ I
Boston outshet Edmonton 
31-16, but strong goaltending 
by Ed Mio kept the Oilers in 
contention. Both Boston 
goals, by Brad McCrimmon 
and Bob Miller, came on 
rebounds. Blair MacDonald 
scored his 1Oth goal of the 
season for Edmonton. 
Islanders 4 Jets 4 
Centre Peter Sullivan's 
goal with 4:01 to play gave 
the Jets a tie with the 
Islanders, who had gone in 
front on third.period goals by 
Yvon Vautour and Bryan 
Trottier. Vautour scored 
twice, as did Winnipeg's Ron 
Wilson. 
Mike Bossy scored the 
Islanders other goal while 
Craig Norwieh replied for 
the Jets. 
Rangers 4 Canueks 3
New York scored three 
goals in the final 4:16 to snap 
its fivegame winless streak 
and Vancouver's five-game 
unbeaten string. 
Anders Hedberg tied the 
score on a power.play goal at 
15:44 of the third period, Phil 
Espesito put the Rangers 
ahead 69 seconds later and 
Don Maloney clinched the 
victory with an open.net goal 
with nine seconds to play 
while the Rangers were 
killing a penalty, 
Perrnault, Bur 
Propp, Pho 
B. Smith, Mtnn 
Leach, Pbe 
Fader ko, SL 
Halward, LA 
I , '  ,,'1 More  sports 
S 12 17 
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TOYOTA TE  CEL. 
The first perfect car? 
goals and Hun Brewer made 
n three.polar jutnp~.r to cut 
Total Economy Project. Longitudinal Engine. 
Toyota will be the first to . /~ /  
tell you.that here s no such 
thing as perfect; that / 
they will ~ever Stop trying to 
perf.¢~~o i~prQ~ei'ihe 
aut(~qbit~:' :~; l,i ,°' :,'.,','~ 
I~tro~iu~i~@ Teccel; the 
Phase2 ~Cao~oi-ny~.. a~for 
Front  Wheel D~i~;(  :~ ~ .;' In designing Tercel with a 
, ~' fore and aft (longitudinal) Toyota s Tercel'~o~i~E~; ' " " " ' 
front wheel drive witl~a.~e~ Ilngine, Toyota has created 
]..5 litre SOH(~I~i~I~ i powerplant which is ex- 
engine, 4:wheel~le. I~  ~eptionally easy to service. 
pendent suspension,direct - ..~.~ This ease of access will 
transmission linkaae.; '~.~ ~>.~,help keep the cost of operat- 
250Omm (98") wh~eelbase~/~': tagyour new Tercel to a 
and special suspension ~ rfiinimum. 
geometry .  
The Tercel has been 
designed to reduce to a 
minimum the tendency of 
some front wheel drive 
vehicles to veer with ac- 
celeration or deceleration. 
4.Wheel Independent 
Suspension. 
For years racing cars 
have used a 4-wheel 
independent suspension. 
Haturally, Tercel has 
/ /'~'3' " "  
. /~., t! 
Test  dr ive the amaz ing  Tercel  a t  your  Toyota dealer.  
4.wheel independent 
suspension with MacPher. 
son front stnJt and pure 
trailing rear arms. There are 
stabilizer bars both front 
and rear. To improve steer. 
ing stability and brake 
efficiency, to reduce to a 
minimum snatching and : 
torque steering, [oyota . . . .  
has ingeniously employed 
slightly positive- offsei ' 
kingpin geometry on "T~rcel. 
Thus shock transmitted 
from the road to the steer. 
ing wheel is efficiently 
supressed and steering 
balance is maintained. 
The Lineup. 
The four Tercel models 
The Economy Story. 
1980 Toyota Tercel 1.5 litre Fuel 
Consumption in litres per IOO km, 
Comparative 
Urban Hi.way Rating 
Estimates 
"*6 .9  I l t roM 100 ~ aqu i la  
approx imate ly  41 m.p.g.  
!. gal lon  equa ls  4.5 Utma.  
* Numbers bused on laboratory 
tests using approved Transport 
Canada test methods. Actual 
consumpUon will vary. Urban 
winter consumption will be 
significantly grcater. Consult the 
19801Yanuport Cinads Guide 
for details. 
The automatic Tercel is 
the lowest priced front wheel 
ddve automatic sold in 
(Sedan, Sedan "FG, Liftback Canada. In fact, the lowest 
and SR5 Liftback) require pdced Tercel costs less than 
very little by way of' options, the lowest priced Honda. 
...j. .. , i 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 4916 H ighway 16 West  Tel: 635-5959 Dea ler  No, DOO449A 
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Second Chance 
At Virginity? 
By Abigail Van Buren 
1919 by  Ch icago  Tr ibune .N  Y News  Synd Inc 
DEAR ABBY: I lost my virginity twice. Once when I was 
15, and again when I was 18. 
I am getting married next month, and the guy I'm marry- 
ing doesn't know anything about Guy No. 1 and Guy No. 2. 
But I suppose after we're married I will have some explain- 
ing to do. 
l hate to lie, but it' he asks me who the other guys were, 
should I tell him? 
WORRIED IN GRIFFIN, GA. 
DEAR WORRIED: i didn't know there was a lost-and- 
found department for virginity. But if he hasn't found that 
you lost it, twice, why tell him? 
DEAR ABBY: rvc often seen letters in your column from 
people who have suffered "the silent treatment." This is 
something I know a lot about because my father used to pull 
this on my mother and me. It went on for years. 
Finally, when I was in my late teens, it happened again, I
didn't have any idea what I had done to displease him. This 
time, instead of my usual begging, "Please, Daddy, tell nit, 
what you're angry ahout," I decided not to go ahing with this 
kind of blackmail. 
If he chose not to talk to me, that was his privilege. [ made 
absolutely no effort to re-establish cnmmunieation, lie sulk. 
ed for about two weeks, then finally broke the ice hy 
starting a conversation. 
After that, he never used this "silent treatment" dr,riot, 
on me again. But he continued to use it on nly molln,r 
because she would practically get down on b,r knees a,d 
beg him to tell her what she did wrong. £1'hat was IIER 
choiceJ 
The silent treatment is an adult version of :l chihl's 
temper tantrum, and the only way to deal wit h it is to ignore 
it. 
BEEN TIIERE IN t;AI,VES'I'ON 
D E A R  BEEN THERE:  Where there is total silence, no 
progress curt be mode in righting wrongs or settling 
disputes. 
Apropos of prolonged silences: it has been my observation 
that it's the more mature party who breaks the silence. 
DEAR ABBY: You wrote, concerning men who tlilk about 
sex all the time, that "Those who CAN do, and those who 
CAN'T, talk about it." 
That sure didn't apply to my hite husband. Hi, was a morn- 
ing, noon and night man-seven days a weeM He always 
came hnme for the noon hour, then again at 5 p,m, on the dot. 
so I never suspected a thing whtm he talked about his ".t her 
girls," which he did constantly. 
Nnt until he was 60did I learn that he'd been known at Hw 
office as a chaser for 30 years! At 65 1 e:lught him with 
another woman who boldly said, "If you took care of your 
husband's needs at home, he wouldn't have to go 
elsewhere," Itte had told her l was frigid!l I couldn't believe 
it. I started laughing, and haven't stopped yet. Meanwhile 1 
was exhausted trying to keep up with himl 
No, I didn't divorce bim. After that, I just tohl him to stay 
downtown for lunch. Abby, I loved that man until the day he 
died, He was 76. He never slowed up, and never stopped 
chasing, and never stopped talking about sex, either, l just 
had to tell yoo that not all men who talk about sex art, only 
talkers, Some are doers• At least mine was. . "~Y, ?• 
BOTH AT REST IN ABII.ENE, TEXAS 
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: If you've ver lost 
someone you loved to cancer, you will find the 
autobiography of Marvella Bayh both an inspiration and a 
consolation• Read "Marvella-A Personal Journey." I 
promise you an unforgettable xperience. It's available at 
all good bookstores. 
"That stove should be in a war museum." 
t 
Your Individual 
Horoscope I C RO SSWO R D 
__  Frances Drake__  
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)"1"~!f"=~l; 
l l l l l ~  
Advice you receive now may, 
be misleading. Use extra 
creative push in the work 
area. Talks with close ones 
are constructive. 
TAuRuS 20)U~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 
Erratic trends re finances.. 
Be careful in money dealings 
wlth others, though a new 
work project should lead to 
increased revenues. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 111[ 
Though entertainments 
should go as planned, there is 
a confusing note to part- 
nership affairs. Protect 
nerves and health in the p.m. 
CANCER 2~)O(c~ 
(June 21 to July 
Keep your guard up at work. 
Escapism and daydreaming 
should not be indulged in. The 
privacy you seek will be found 
at home base. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)~/~¢~r~, 
You may be unsure of a 
romantic interest's intentions. 
Look into clubs you might join. 
Speak up at community 
functions. 
ViRGO ~% 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Alert family members to the 
possibility of business calls. 
Someone could forget to pass 
on important information. 
LIBRA 22) J f l t .~  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
Others may seem evasive or 
non-committal. Keep in touch 
with teachers and advisers, 
but check costs be fore  
finalizing agreements. 
SCORPIO ~t~ 
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 
Deceptive trends a f fect  
business and financial 
dealings. You'll make better 
progress by working behind 
the scenes. Friends are 
helpful. 
SAGITrARIUS ~SI, ~)- 
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 i 
Be honest with yourself 
about a relationship. Seek 
advice about a career 
problem. Social trends are 
lively --  surprises likely. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 
If in doubt about a work 
project, consult with 
superiors. Co-workers may be 
on edge. Seek loans, 
scholarships and credit. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~. .~ I  
All may not be as it appears 
in a social-romantic situation. 
Consult with partners re joint 
assets. Refrain from mixing 
business with pleasure. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 2u) 
Don't let work problems' 
cause difficulty at home. A 
good time to seek loans re 
property. I,end a helping hand 
to a close ally. 
YOU BORN TODAY work 
well with groups and could 
achieve a position of 
leadership in that capacity. 
You like businesses allied with 
the arts and can also succeed 
in theater. 
ACROSS 39 Alehouse DOWN 
1 Mine 40 Public 1 Excited 
entrance warehouse 2 Take out 
5 Fabled bird 43 Book of 3 Privy to 
g Llqidd the Bible 4 Cylindrical 
measure 47 Liberal and 
12 Hereditary 49 ItaLian tapering 
factor resort 5 Stately 
13 Epeeh 50 Love god 6 Soviet 
H Oriental 51 High, in city 
nurse music 7 Container 
15 Swan genus 52 Equal g To flaunt 
16 Produce 53 Rather and 9 Moslem 
18 Grant or O'Herlihy priest 
Sherman 54 Short- 10 Defense org. 
.20 Friend of napped 11 At that time 
Pythias 55 Back talk 17 Paradise 
21 Dancer's Avg. solution time: 24 rain. 
cymbals ~EIE ID IS iR  O IS!T iA ,~ 
22 Baseball's M~O HiE~M_~A;U~L;~._ 
23 SeragLio ~L I .~ IWI~_~ I.-. D iG~ 
IA iL  B G- - '~A:L /E I  Opposedto ~_t : . JO!O~N~ 
specific IW, I IN IS I~ j~I#~ , E iT ' ,#  1 
~o Esk~o ~ ~ ~  
31 Moist ~ ,  ,A!C VE I IS~wIA~ 
32 Miscellany EIRIT E 
36 Recorded ~~EI~OFSI~ 
31 Beard of 9-4 
barley Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
19 Aries 
22 Asian 
festival 
23 Embrace 
24 Pub order' 
25 Jog, today 
26 Jellylike 
substance 
27 Informal 
discussion 
28 Chemical 
suffix 
29 Bomlder 
31 Skin tumor 
34 Slender 
candles 
35 Pitcher 
36 Large cask 
37 Poplars 
39 Plagues 
40 Minced 
oath 
41 Thcme, in 
music 
42 Presently 
43 Throat (Lat.) 
44 Hindu god 
45 Caesar's 
fatal date 
46 "-- and 
Layers" 
48 Paddle 
. . . . . . . . .  FT  . . . . . .  I'1~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F .................................................................... q . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F . . . . . . . .  [ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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CRYPTOQLTi~ 9-4 
KMWWYYH PMPKDTL  Mi21 - '  
I • 
ZHRTDDZUZKDT LE  RE  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip - -  BASEBALL DRIVE DID NOT 
VEER OFF FIRST BASE LINE. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: L equals D 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O,~it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to Iocatin 
vowels Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Petermah 
- -~-.-'::~_ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-~- - - '~_ .~~ . . . . . . .  . , -~...- :; 
,'1.i , Ip,i,,ti~)'i l  "~;li ".if" . t i  I I , J t ,~ lD~ t i ' i ;~ '  . ;O.~i'. , i i b i ,  I 
E~EI-tiND AND GNEAK I 
UP ON HiM. J 
i 
C'I : .  ; ,; ~ : ~t l l t l  
I , i 
the WIZARD OF ID 
B.C. 
! ~ 1 ~ ,  "\  
I "v~,~A~ I 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
BETWEEN TWO cANq PE~PL~ 1 Z~,"~,',, ~ l  . f  . . . .  .~  ~l 
• 4 ' 
,,-.~., :., 
"- :" " ' ~,-"",'-- ""- ,- " ~: '~- ' . " , L .  ~---' 
),,.,.~.,.,~.. , , ,,,, . / /d  
By Johnny Hart 
C'~I  ~r~--'~'~ 0~"  ~,~L,,~_..1*=r '* ~oui . . ,O l l~ l ' r l "  ~ 
DOONESBURY 
• R• PRE~I~f.NT. TIlE I 
t /~o~/sm'n /Pz5  I 
I 
p~.PlCTION~ .O,N 
7H~ ~ /tON NFJJ. /m~ 
WHAT~ S//PPOSE~ 70 DO 
HAM? IH UPO~I/Ne 
_ .  ~,~ 
By Garry Trudeau 
/'H~ Nexr ONe ,..~-F_.~.~ 7o~ I i (~s , )  ~ 
f~/¢r/AL /~  To ~ecr m~pAw, I I /=A//~? A//mA/. V/cTO~ 
571~.AI POIJ. AT TI~ STAT"~ FAIR. _ I =, ~ ~N~Y.  
I 
I I I  . . . . . . . . . . . .  la . . . .  
. .t 
Riot  cause  
sought  now 
'. GREENSBORO, N.C. conference, btit said 
(AP) -- The FBI looked for questions about a police re. 
oss ib le  c iv i l - r ights  sponse must await an in. 
olations and the mayor ternal investigation. 
~ omised an internal inquiry Police Chief William police handling of an anti- Swing said his mep did all 
Klan rally that ended with they could to handle the 
four dead and 10 wounded, situation when carloads of 
:]~ut civil-rights groups have whites, some armed with 
~manded an .outside. in- automatic weapons, drove 
~stigati0n ofpolice actions, into the rally site at apre. 
~tTwo more suspects were dominantly black public. 
~rfested Sunday and housing project. Gunfire 
charged with conspiracy to broke out after words were 
commit murder in con- exchanged between the two 
nectionwiththeshootlagata groups. All the victims were 
"Death to the Klan" rally from among the 100 par. 
Saturday. • ticipants at the rally, author. 
Twelve persons were itieseaid. 
arrested shortly after the Swing conceded that police 
~hooting and were each knew suspicious vehicles 
charged with four counts of were heading toward the 
Krst-degrec murder and one crowd. He said at the time of 
count of conspiracy to the shootings the nearest 
~:ommit murder. First- 
degree murder carries a policemen were a block 
possible death sentence in away. 
North Carolina, Police arrested the 12 men 
'The  14 men, all from who are facing murder 
nearby communities, were charges about a block from 
b~ing held without bail thesceneoftheshnoting a d 
~l~nd ing a preliminary police confiscated a yellow aring today, van which contained an 
.... Police said some of the array of weapons, 
suspects said they were But officials were unable 
members of the Ku Klux toexplatnhowtwoothercars 
Klan, but local Klan leaders believed to have been 
denied their factions had carrying unmen slipped out 
~ything to do with the of the area. 
s hgotings. At least one sus- One , rally organizer, !~ ct said he was a leader of Nelson Johnson, ablack who National Socialist party was wounded and sub- 
America, the Nazis. sequently charged by police 
.... Thn agent in charge of the with inciting to riot, 
FBI's Greensboro office, An- criticized police handling of 
¢ 'ew Pelczar, said the the incident. 
k |reau Is trying to deter- "We did not believe the 
l 
ine whether there were police would protect us, and 
iy civil-rights violations, they did not," Johnson said. 
Be Director William George" Gardner, head of' 
Webster "has taken a very the North Carolina Civil 
!~ersonal interest in this Liberties Union, and Leon 
~$e," he said. "" White, head of the United 
'~Themnetaeriomlyinjured Church of Christ's Com- 
a!liong the wounded was mission on Racial ;)ustice, 
P~a'ul ICarl Bermanzohn, called for an outside in- 
le~der of the anti-Klan vestigation of the police 
Communis t  Workers  actions. 
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Christmas Seals are a matter of life breath. 
Residential Tree Service 
, ~ ~,.~ii +Trimming +Topping + Removing 
' ~ _  Fully ex~r lenced ,  
Ilcenced & Insured 
~REE ESTiMAtES 
. -' . 847-2447 (Smithers) 
/ ~, Smoot~ Sailing 
/ to the  
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
Custom Upholstery- Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - 5 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B,C. 
NO W OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skntua Hotel) 
4513 Greig 635-2326 
";'/~ VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
':;:i- " 
,°, ~ Furniture Repair ;-'#-. ~, 
~'" ":..,Neslpralioes, Hope Chesls 
• ~, ~ '  Custom Made Furoitllre, idillishiug 
..... ~ Gelleral Building Coiit[actiig' 
21 2510 S. Kalum 635-5585 Terrace 
qE aqNqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 63|-|144 
Olyt 635-6235 Ernle 63S-6253 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PiPE Pt UMBoNG SUPPLtES PU~PS 
HOSES NUT~ANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATE. ~O~,~NERS ANO~ORE 
5239 leith Avenue - N,a, ec ,,o,o 
635-7158 
pOP " ' "  I s - ~ ~,zzawaoo, ; ~  .~ i~ "' 
PIZZA WAGON 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
...•...•.:.....•:.:.:.:.:•:.:.:•:.;.:.:.:.:.:•;.:.:•:.:.:.:.:.:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:.•. 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
Viewpoint Organization.. Joseph Lowery, president Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door ~7,~ KALUMSIRttl 
~ermanzohn, 30, was in of the Atlanta-based hot from the oven. ,ts,~¢t a C PHONE b.')S 7473 
CrRfi~al. cnnditl~h a~('t~¢ qn- Southern  Chr i s t ian  
dergoing brs, i n sdi'geTi~i - :Lei~dership Conference, 
'till;ee others . : ' r .~a i~ urg~i.. Pre~id~t Carter :'. te ~ FALL SPECIAL 
~.. ~itol, " '/~ ' .... '" pe~bnally speak out against 
• Greensboro Mayor J im the Klan" and instruct he 
City Manager U.S. justice department ~ EvIIT Shill, & Wtlllllllsllav ~- -~~- '~ '~~ ~ Melvin and 
Tom Osborne defended start a "major offensive' ktelllr 17 tO Nlvtmlllr 11 o ~ )  
~|lce actions at a news against he hoodedorder. C G H Industrial Cleaning 
- a r t e r  worki gp Ltd. With any order for PIIZR Of . . .and  up, • order ,a,9" pizza of your choice for t/z prico. 
i th r , "WE TRAVEL--YOURHOURS,Pressure Philo &15-)414 LTD, e campa:gn  ,,.ore Cleoning and ~/Vc:}sh,ng 
PMme 638-1634 or 635-3545 Free del ivery Tuesdayto Sunday: , _~z~J .~aL~_~i . . . . . .~]o ,~ u.~.tgs~0,., /~, ~eb~. " . 
I~ASHINGTON(AP)--On there are three diplomatic Closed Monday , - .~  o , " ' , / .~ , t . .~.~{, ,  .... 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER?  
;PENDABLE 
iNSTALLATION I 
gOU SUPPLY WE INSTALl+ 
JAME~ GRAY 
4936 McDEEF 
631.1691 
FREE 
TER~CE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Ilems 
, bear teeth , hear claws 
• wolf tnlllk •keaver tooth 
• moose or dnr altlllrs (single or pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERI~,CE HOTEL 
SWIFT}/ THRUWA Y 
MUFFLERS 
"WE CLEAN" 
GLACIER 
L _~,~, 4411 Legion Avenue 
A .~"  Terrace, B.C. 
$ 
(O'~- A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
Winter Months 
Nov. - Feb. 
8 '30  a.m. - 5 :00  p.m. 
Closed Sunday &Monday  
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
Plumbing • Heating . Commerclll ServKlng 
Relldlmtlai . Induetriel . SpKlillzlng Gee Fitting 
and S, heat Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AiR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the meet efficient way of cleaning your entire 
h~etlng system by using • PRO-VAC Residential- 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the nlw method of utilizing 
comprelled elf for positive action, 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' S411boatz 
• Accessories 
635,3OO1 
Ken Hinsen 
PLUMBING • HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4414 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box S34 PHUNE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VIG 4Be OR 635.9320 
Install • Sorvlce Gas, Weed • OII Furances 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO-VAC people today and lee for yourself. 
~ ?ednesday, .when Senator 
Edward Kennedy announces 
presidential challenge, 
~:~resident Carter will be 
~aged in a struggle for 
~Upport in the U.S. Senate for 
b~n arms-limitation treaty. 
On  Thursday, when Gay. 
events -- the meeting with 
Jack Lynch of Ireland, a 
state dinner Thursday night 
for the prime minister, and 
then a trip to Canada for 
meetings with Prime Minis- 
tar Clark and a speech to 
Parliament. 
Edmund Brown of Callfornia It all adds up to a fairly 
.~a~n~i,~tiono_ L,a . . . .  ~a,,,,o, common campaign strategy 
~' "-"-v'~'~.?Y'"2' for an incumbent' a portrait , caner wm ee . . . . . . .  ' • • • . . . . . . .  OX me preslnsnt naro at WorK ' 
~em. .ng  w imJnepr lme on presidential _m..a_Lte_rL_ 
!uu~Lr~.  ,,,,.,~u~---- . . . . . .  Wiiil~ . . . .  -his ....... wouldbe 
This is the week, one year 
from election day 1960, when 
Carter crones face-to.face 
wi~ the reality he has known 
for mmths: he is facing a 
Stiff. challenge for the 
Democratic nomination. 
Kennedy and Brown are 
hitting the road on cross- 
Country campaign swings. 
Carter is responding with a 
schedule lacking any overt 
I~ilticai work, 
Today., for example, he 
was to sign lesislallon giving 
him authority to impose 
gasoline rationing in a crisis. 
There is an arms.treaty 
briefing, a breakfast 
mnetlng with the Demo- 
c ra t i c  congress iona l  
leadership and a conference 
wlth ecnnomic advisers. 
"At the end of the weak, 
replacements are out chas- 
ing votes. 
Carter's own candidacy 
will be announced Dec. 4. It 
will be followed by a cross. 
country fund-raising trip 
certain to gain h im wide 
media coverage after this 
week's focus on the Kennedy 
and Brown announcements. 
A weekend poll, mean- 
while, indicated that the 
scramble for the Republican 
nomination may be heating 
up, as George Bush finished 
unexpectedly strong in a 
straw vote at a Republican 
forum in Maine. 
Bush got 466 votes, out. 
polling Senate Minority 
Leader Howard Baker of 
Tennessee, who had 426 
votes, and former Texas 
governor John Ceanally, who 
got 236 votes. 
t 
The 
Lung Association 
is Concerned About 
Asthma 
Chronic Bronchitis 
Pneumonia 
Tuberculosis 
rm~sema 
Figld bung Dlsea.w 
::1~ with Chrblmas Seals 
II~ a Matter of 
IJfe and Breath. 
i 
Phone: 
Terrace 835"5292 
Kltlmat 832-2466 
.!9 ,../.. I 
'! 'L,i, 
TERRACE. B.C, '. I 
PHONE 14S.92S2 ANYTIME I 
i "  I~OW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
,~lr/clces Division 
Kltlmat.Terrace, B,C. 
Ready Mix Concrete, Send, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
;/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE ll~.3tM 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Cm,~ructlen ltd. 
"~'/:',--J/~ 4 
~ %,,.L.'-//.,'~r ~L-.t 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 6-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Interior - Exterior. Residential • Commercial 
Sl~lclallzlng In Send Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
"- FREE ESTIMATES 
R1onl~ ~15.4SS9 ODD N ICOLAYS E N 
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words Or less $2.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words S cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive insertions 
$I,50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds attar ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made befOre second 
imertlon, 
Allowance can be made for only 
ene incorrect ad. 
BOX NUM6ERS: 
7S cents pickup. 
$1.7S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per in. 
aertlon. 
LEGAL - POLiTiCAL Ind 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
~3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On e 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
t 1:00 a.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other then 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
32. 
• MOTORCYCLES 
Service cheryl of Is.g~ on I1| 
N.S,F, cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news sub. 
mitred within one month. ~.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
attar event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sub ect st°d- 
condensat on. Payab • in 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrths S,50 
Engagements S,50 
Marriages .5.50 
Deaths S.S0 
Funerals S,50 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices S,~O 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
48, SUITES 
,FOR RENT 
55, PROPERTY 
F0R SALE 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635-3023 
OVER EATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 0 p.m. 
ot St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
pert? Call Birthright 635- 
13907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lskelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m. - 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a .m. .  5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m., 
Frt. 1 p.m. • 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORSDFTHE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
~s well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
tormatlon about these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone 635-2265 end ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
ony time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday fhru 
Friday. 
36, 
FOR HIRE 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
Kltlmet A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713, 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays . Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeene Health 
Unit, K l t lmat General 
Hospital. 
N-Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
• ~ p.m. United Church. 
38, 
WANTED MISC. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
ByCarrler year33.00 SKEENAHEALTH UNIT Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea Interested In photography? Householdfurnltureforsale: 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6mth. 25.00 
By Mall I yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
KItlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
toclasslfy ads under appropriate 
headings end to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
IocMIon. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "HoM" In. 
structions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry ot an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals ot documents to 
evold loss. 
All claims of errors in ad. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
Mtor the first publication. 
It Is sgreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertlsemont or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published shall 
be limited to the amount pald by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shell bo no 
liability to ony event greeter 
than the amount pald fOr such 
adair tieing. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or origin, or 
because his ego Is behveen 44 
and 65 years, unlen the condition 
Is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement fOr the work in. 
volved. 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 pm. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslfters 
who bring children must 
and Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10- 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munree St. 2.4 PM. (nc.10n): 
Ladles Aux i l ia ry  to the 
Royal Canadian Legion ere 
holding a bake sale In the 
Skeena Mall Nov. 10, 1979 at 
10:00 a.m. 
NC 9 Nov. 
The Child Development 
Centre Parents Committee 
have parents' written con- will meat at the Centre on 
sent for Immunization. ~ MondaY/, Nov.5 at 7:30 p.m. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION" For ~ ft/rther Into, Call the 
CLI N I ca centre:at 63s-9388. 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 ". NCl-5 N 
- 4:10 pm. By aRoolntment. Terra(:e Art  Association 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES Monthly Picture Loan will be 
Held throughout heyear for held In the Library Arts 
expectant parents. Phone .~oom on Wednesday 
Health Unit for details and November 7th from 7:00 
registration, p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Pictures on 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING loan may also be returned 
and  RELAXATION from l:00 to 3:00 p.m. 
NC -7 N 
1st K l tsumkalum Girl  
Guides are holding a White 
Elephant Sai l  Saturday Nov 
17 atUpland Elementary In 
the Gymnasium for 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
Nc-16 N 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
.2 pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 . 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VED 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment avallable. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist wlth eanltatlon 
problems, such as food 
pelsonlngs and complalnts t 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
,6~!8.,}1551 :~l'he au,dto!o~st 
Do you feel you have a referral by family doctor or 
drinking problem? There Is community health nurse. 
help Speech pathologlsf 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ;  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor- 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. ' ' 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Corner of Apsley & Lakelse 
or phone 638-5172. (ctfn-2.20. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635.3479 
anytime 
(am.1.10.791 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply -- we Install 
638-1691 
(am-1-10-79) 
Ave liable I
Phone 635.4646 
635.9052 
638.1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
therapist wi l l  carry  out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
63S-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
Mon.g:30pm United Church. those eligible for Long Term 
Mon. 0 p.m.-Alanon.S~eeoa Care. 
Health -Unit: ~ ,~ '~"~1D TO HANDICAPPED 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p:~./~i i ls  At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
Memorial HosDItal. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening. 6:30 p.m..  
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Women's A.A. Meetings • 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlcsppod ere 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospital 
Auxlllary would appreclste 
any donstlone of good, clean 
clothlng, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 63S.3320 or 635- 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
wean 11 s.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women. 
4711 Lasalle Ave. 
behind Tllllcum Theatre 
635.5145 
Drop In: 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Mon.. Thurs. 10 a.m. • 4 p.m. 
Frlda... We offer a com- 
fortable relaxed at• 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
A.A. let Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday • Men end 
Women's Rap. Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SEARS 
SALESAGENCY 
Wholesale mer~chandlse 
Auction sarvlrAs 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 Deble Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10a,m.- 2 p,m, 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12-10-791 
INSlSTOH 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
$¢hmlfly's Excavating 
United Church Tee and 635.~29 
Bazaar Dec. 1st. (am-1.10-79) 
Nc.6 Nov. 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, Backhoe Work 
1979. (nc:23N) 
First Annual Students Phone 635.6340 after 6 p .m.  
Council Bingo. Tuesday, 20th (am-1.10-79) 
of Nov. 7 p.m. Skeena School Filter Queen 
Gym. Proceeds to school ,. 
cafeteria. 18 games. $1200 In Sales and Service i~ 
prizes (subject to turnout). 
15 for first card, $1 for each 
eddltlonel card. (nc-SN) 
Skeena Val ley Golf and  
Country Club Annual 
r~neral Meeting. An elec. 
tide of Officers will be held 
on Wed, Nov. 14,1979 at 8 PM 
In the Terrace Hotel. All 
members are urged to at. 
tend. 
NC-9 
C5-6 Nov. 
BAZAAR AND TEA 
The Order of the Royal Lost: 3 Dogs from Lanfeer 
Purple ladles Invite the area. 
public to their fall sale and 1 male-Hueky-Shepord cross 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M.-- 1 male. Maltese cross 
4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 1 female.Black rain. poodle. 
Home 2822 Tetrault Street. uncllpped 
NC..17 November 635-6357 or 635-4755 
NC-TFN 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held A black male cat with large 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979.. gold eyes, in Copparslda 
(NC 23 Nov) area. Ph 638-8257 
C2.9N 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
'KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
Wednesday, November 7, 
1979 at 7:30 p.m, 
Terrace Mental Health Pre.School Superv isor  
Boardroom, 4554 Lszelle wanted for Terrace Day 
Ave. Care. Cell 638.1171, 635-2248 
NC-7Nov CFTN. 1.11.79 
Gain experience doing team 
photos. We'll train you. Good 
35mm single lens ref lex 
camera, e!ectronlc flash and 
car necessary. Must be 
available about 20 mlnutes 
each morning ancl afternoon, 
and about 1 hour each 
evening for one week. Cell 
632.6694. 
K mar t .  Terract 
requires an Apprentice 
Mechanic with one year or 
more experience. 
Full time pesltlon. 
After 3 months entitled to 
full company benefits. 
Please apply In person to: 
K mart 
4761 Lakelee Ave. 
Skeena Mall 
(a-cffn) 
CHEVRON CANADA LTD. 
Regulres e commission 
agent for our Terrace Bulk 
Plant. The capital In. 
vestment Is apx $140,000 with 
ftnenclng avai lable.  For  
more Into ana to apply, pls 
ca l l  B. Wellls, Vancouver 
437-6016 between 0 and 4. 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work in the following areas. 
1) Copperslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
31 Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norma at 635.7496 
CTFN 2J~-79 
Salesman and service man 
required for a fast growing 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIe 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
C20-23 Nov 
Distributor for Cake and 
Pastry 
Sales manager for Mrs. 
Williams Baking Co. will be 
Interviewing Interested 
parties November 13,14,15, 
• . 1979, for cakes'and pastry 
-~-:'.dlstrlbutlon In the Terrace. 
• Kltlmat-Smlthers areas. We 
are Interested In someone 
carrtylng related Ilnes...Own 
truck required. Please write 
to box 1225 C-O The Dally 
Herald 3212 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C.(In str ict 
confidence with particulars) 
C5.9 November. 
The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs ; . 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas:' 
Tharnhlll 
Cottonwood St., Empire 
St,, Paquefle Ave., Kofoed 
DesJardlnes, Kofoed 
Sharpies, River Dr. 
Burgess . Laurler Ave. 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newell, Golf 
Course. 
Terr ice 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Agar, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green,  4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these roqtes plgase 
I~lone: 
' '  63|4357 " ~ 
t Kltlmet 
Y, ukon St., Quail • Sterltng 
round maple table and 
chairs, queen size bed with 
beauty rest mattress, 
wr i t ing desk, 2 piece 
chesterfield, washer and 
dryer,  large pool table, 
lamps, small  organ and 
bench, smal l  pin bal.I 
machine, boys and men's 
skates, drapes and curtains, 
golf clubs. PIs phone 63S•4226 
for further Into on these 
articles. (p4-SN) 
For Sale: Studio knitting 
machine 2 years old. For 
further Information call 635. 
7878. (c20.8N) 
Wanted to Buy: Bunk beds 
and rollaway cots. Ph. 638. 
8217 
PS-7N 
'79 Honda cBx  Supersport.' 
Ph. 635-5419. (pS-SN) 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memorles of pioneer life 
In the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In Smlthers at Van's 
News, Westi~rn Drugs and 
Interor Stationary. 
C1S-12 Nov) 
For Sale: Boiler, 45,000 
B.T.U. S250. ph. 635. 
7840. (cS.SN) 
Four square handspllt cedar 
shakes for sale. One covered 
utility trailer suitable for 
horses. Ph. 635.5733. (pS.SN) 
One 9" Belt Drive Table 
Saw. Has cast iron top with 1 
HP Industrial motor and also 
for sale girl's 20" CCM bike 
and 1 utility trailer. Ph 635- 
3430. 
P5-8 Nov 
Store Fixtures for sale. Ph 
during the day. 635-6576. 
CTFN 2.11-79 
.For Sale.Brothers Manuel 
portable typewr l ter  with 
carrying case. In excellent 
condit ion.Like new. Only 
5100.00 Call 635-4921. 
C3.7 Nov. 
Like new mens and ladles 
golf clubs with carts and 
essc. Ph 635.9280 after 6 p.m. 
P3.7 N 
Complete darkroom. Durst 
enlarger, developing tank 
trays. Contact printer and 
much more. Asking St75.00. 
Ph 638.1890 
P2.6 Nov 
Four studded snow fires size 
G 78X15, a yr old. Phone 635- 
3216. 
P2-$,9 Nov. 
WANTED 
Spot cash peld for 
used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy - sell - trade 
.Gunsmlthlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace 638-1613 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
fire. Phone 635-4081. (cm-5. 
10.79) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, 
l inoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
e38.1o95 
(c20-6N) 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess lona l ly  
resprayed. Cell Earl at 635. 
2776. (c40-12D) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
e154454 
4354757 
(cffn.2.10.79) 
5 Siamese Kittens fo give 
away. Ph 635.2746 after 5 
p.m. 
C3-6 Nov. 
For Sale. a male Alaskan 
Malmufa puppy. 8 weeks old. 
Excellent show stock. 
Asking $250.00 Ph 638-1996 
after 5. 
Ca-9 N 
Wanted to Buy-Batteries 
from old car and truck and 
rat. Top price paid. Will pick 
up. Ph 63S.4735. 
1>20-30 Nov 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Economy 4, Cleaner Air"  
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
• AIR DUCTS FURNACESe 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. vac  IK5 .632.2466 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
niture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (ctfn.11.10-79) 
Urgently needed two or 3 Br 
accommodation for steadily 
employed man with family. 
Ph 635-9264 
I:15 9N 
20ft Sangster with 165 Merc 
cruiser, trim tabs, Galley 
pack, portable head, CB, 
compass, stereo, dlngy and 
trailer. Call 635-3204 after 5 
p.m. 
C5.6N 
1977 Mack Dump 300 HP New 
tubeless tires and wheels. 
55,001)original miles. Many 
extras. Ph 963.7823. 
C3-6 Nov. 
MUNROE MANOR. 
NOW RENTING NEW 
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments 
635-2404 
FOR RENT4 bedroom house 
with one and one half baths, 
fireplace In living room, 
wood heater In kitchen, 
carpets, cable T.V. 
soon,lnsiJlated garage, big 
fenced back yard, storage 
shod. Kids and Pets allowed. 
5.6 km from Highway 16 East 
on Kalum Lake Drive (paved 
Road) Rent Negotiable. 
Cleaning and Damage 
deposit required. Interested 
persons pls view at the house 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
afternoon and evening. No 
phone number. 
C2-7Nov 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skeena Valley. Many ex- 
cellent features, Including 
wall to wall, carpeting, built 
-' Indishwesher, two full baths 
end large covered sundeck. 
Located In • quiet residential 
area only minutes from 
schoQIs and downtown. 
Possession can be Im. 
mediate. To view phone 798. 
2258 after 6 pm. (atfn-11.10. 
Lot For SALB Excellent 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with potential view. 
521,000. Contact 635.7696. 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 
reduced Fol" more In. 
formation p ls  call collect 
days.562-4114, evenings.562. 
3697. 
CTFN-25 Oct 79 
Three bedroom home, 
bungalow style. Paved 
driveway, completely land. 
seeped, 14X14 workshop. 
Very clean and well maln. 
talned home. Ph: 635.7455. 
PI0.13 Nov. 
3 hr. country home with 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 sq. ft., creek frontage, 
large garden area with 
excellent soil. Asking 
1;40,000. Phone 635.2485 after 
6 pro. (cffn-16.10.79) 
Working couple requires 2 Br 
accommodat ion  lm.  
• mediately. 
Weekdays 0:30 a.m..4:3C 
p,m. 635-6255. Local 52after 6 
p,m. Ph. 638.1080 
CTFN-21 .79 
Wanted to rent by family of 
four 3 Br. house with 
basement. Needed by Dec. 15 
1979. 
1=7-9 Nov 
Bachelor requires furnished 
or unfurnished one bedroom 
Apt.. trailer or house. PIs. 
call 638-1257 and ask for 
Dave. 
I=5-3 Nov 
For Sale By Owner 
3 Br. house has fireplace. 
Non basement. Large Iot 
52X210. Close to schools. 
Asking $45,000. For more 
Into plse call 
4311.1294 
CTFN 2-11-79 
For Lease.Warehouse or 
shop. 6unlts 19 feet by 48 feet 
by 16 feet. Celllng 14X14. 
Overhead door. Plumblng 
and gas heat. Ph 635.7459 
CTF N-MWF 2-10-79 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second floor. Air con- 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph 635.2552. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
For Sale: Warehouse with 
heated workshop ~nd 
separate office s.~ace. 
Fenced with chain l ink 
fence. Complete security. Ph 
638.1324. 
P10-0 Nov. 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pie ph. Russ Roper 562• 
4114 Collect. 
CFTN.2-11•79 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potential  view. $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn.2-10. 
79) 
Choice commercial lot at 
4653 Park Ave. Asking 
$,15,000. Reasonable offers 
considered. Contact Marion 
Woodland at Alande Realty 
at 563.3332 or 562.4648. 
C4.7,16,21,30 Nov 
1.2 acre view property In 
Country Creek frontage. 
Nicely treed. Ph. 635.2485 
after 6 p.m. 
CTFN 2.11.79 
For Sale-Fully equipped 
convenience store with living 
accommodation. Store does 
a good year round turnover. 
For further Into piss write 
Box 1214 or call 635.3971 
CTFN.211-79 
one  Portable sawmill on 
Columbia trailer, with In. 
ternatlonal power unit. Plus 
wheel loader. Contact John 
at 696.3324 In Topley. 
C10-13 Nov 
1972 Ford Custom 500 2 dr 
hard top 6.6000 miles Trailer 
Package, hitch receiver etc. 
$900.00 Ph 635.3744 or 635. 
6310 
1>2-6 Nov: 
1970 Plymouth Fury 20,000 
miles exc. cond. 4,500.00. 
Queen size waterbed. Frame 
and heater S250.00. Home 
made voice of the Theatre 
Speaks. 635.9612. 
PS.gN 
1973 Comet, 28,500 miles In 
good runnlng condition. Call 
635-2158 after S 
PS-N9 
For Sale 1975 Brown with 
white stripe.Dustor. In good 
running cond. $2800.00 OBO 
Ph 635.2490 
P5-9 Nov 
1971 Ford Torlno BIk and 
Wh. Brand new tires. Some 
rust. 58,000 miles S600.00. 
Perfect driving condition. Ph 
635.2362 
C5-9 Nov 
1979 4 door Honda Accord. 
16,000 kin. Exc. cond. $6850. 
Ph. 638-1313. (pS.SN) 
i969 Toyota Corrolle for 
• Sale. Ph 638.1212. 
PS.6 Nov 
79 T.Blrd low mileage. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638.13M. 
(CLS-7 Nov.) 
1969 Chevelle. Gloss black 
and white scoop. New Tires 
and rims. 11 to 1 pistons. 12 
bolt rearend. 650 Holley carb 
with many more high per. 
formance extras Must sel l  
6311-1427 or 635.5600. 
ClO-S Nov 
I 
. . . . . . .  . .  ::'. ~- 7. ,"  
1979 Ford F-150 explorer. 
!Like new. •Must sell. Only 
;7,000 kin. Ph 63S.:~198 after 
;6:00 P.M. , ' 
C4-1Nov ': 
For Sale 1976 G.M.C. 4X4 
wlth canopy. Dual gas tank 
;::~US Tlddy tank. Must sell 
;-~l~vlng teem. Ph 635.3011 
~ps,Nov . 
;!,1i . ' : ' " 
!974 Dodge Club Cab 1 ton. 
.Completely rebuilt over 1200 
worth of new parts. New 
paint. Asking $3,600. View at 
The Reel Inn Motel or Ph 638. 
~.1241 . ! 
:;C5. 9 .Nov 
59~.  MOBILE 
i HOMES 
MUST" SELL IM. 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft, 
Wilderness travel trai ler.  
Asking $8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last trailer on left.. (ctfn-2. 
10.79) 
8 ft. Vanguard cpmper.  
Includes 3 way frldge, stove, 
furnace and lacks.: Very 
good condition. Phone 635. 
2120 after 6 pro. (p7-5N) 
21 Foot Vanquard Trailer. 
Fully self contained Tandem 
Electric brakes Stoves.Oven 
3 way frldge 3 piece. 
Bathroom.Owner transfered 
must sell. $5500.03 
635-2126 after 6 p.m. 
133-5 N 
tin Hazelton 1972 12)(50 Must sell Immediately. 
• 1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Embassy Mobile Home. Travel Trai ler.  Asking 
Must be moved from site. Ph $8,500.00. View at Reel Inn 
collect. 112.559-4294 Motel Highway 16 West. Last 
C5.9 N trailer on left. 
For Sale: 1972 Statesman 
mobile home. 12x562. In. 
• cludes washer and dryer, 
,frldge, stove, all furniture 
and appliances, loey shed 
and porch. Clean and 
reasonably priced. For quick 
sale priced under $10,000. 
;'Phdne 632.3413 anytime or 
632.SO69 after 5. (c10-12N) 
, 1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56 with 10X12 
finished addition . Un- 
furnished. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Ph. 635. 
'5539 
CTFN 31.10.79 
For Sale: 1972 k12x68 ft. 
.trailer set up In trbller park. 
:.For appt. to  view call 635. 
2~.  (c20.8N) 
:~For Sale 1978 14X70 Manco 
'Mobile Home unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Ph. 635.9736. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
:1976 24X60 Hereto Mobile 
• Home in Thornhlll. F'or more 
Into call Tom at 635.2261 
CTFN 2.11.79 
i 
pm~tnce a¢ M ml(~lry nl 
Bntbh Co~mbi l  ro~usls 
. ,,~$~I,ANB~ ~f,'*~'~*~ 
""i: ,CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
fol lowing stand tending. 
contract wlll be recelved by 
the Raglonal Manager, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prlnce 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031-7-17 JS 
located Branch /7 Ranger 
District Kltlmat-' ~UWfl~eP=~ 
hectares 32.~: Viewing data 
November 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
mitting a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979. 
Contact ST1031-2-25 JS 
Ilocated Cecil Creek Ranger 
District Kltlmat. Number ~ of 
hectares 24.3. Viewing dat~ 
November 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979. 
Contract 5T1031-2.24 JS 
located Branch W-61, ranger 
district Kltlmat number of 
hectares 30.3. V;~wlng date 
November 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
mitting a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for recelpt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979 
Tenders must be submlffed 
on the form and In the en- 
velopee supplied which, with 
particulars may be obtained 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
This call for tender Is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Columbia thtenslve 
fo res t  management  
agreement. 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 28'. 
Luxuriously eClulpped. Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec;, Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
(c20-16N) 
1972 Travelalre 16 ft. trailer. 
Frldge, stove, heater, water 
supply. Exc. cord. Phone 
CTFN 2-11-79 
We prepare your In- 
corporatlon papers over the 
phone --  fast. For more 
Information please call THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A, Ll.B. TOLL 
FREE 112.600.663.3035 (In 
Vancouver call 687-2442. 
Chargex and Mestercharge 
welcome. [affn.10.10-79-F) 
For •your Xmas Shopping 
visit Jeanette's ceramics In 
New Remo-Nelson Rd. 
Candles and Burble Doll 
Clothes and Ceramics. 
635-7395 
?20-30 N 
I 
Ravens can be taught to 
s )eak  a few words .  
i  ushro0ms And,R ice  ake  Unusua l  Sa lad  
Mushrooms give a fascinating meaty quality to any 
dish they're in. This is especially true when they're used 
in salads. During the past decade this elegant vegetable 
has been discovered by more and more salad makers• And, 
amazingly, they literally go with anything you might use 
in a salad. Here they form a novel combination with 
nutty,textured brown rice, nutritious alfalfa sprbuts and 
diced tomato. But remember- -when you're preparing 
the salad, don't soak fresh mushrooms. Just give them a 
quick rinse in cool water and blot dry on paper towels. 
MUSHROOMS AND RICE HEALTH SALAD 
112 pound fresh mushrooms 
2-3/4 cups cooked brown rice (1/2 cup raw) 
1 cup diced t~ .nato 
1 cup alfalfa or bean sprouts 
3 /4  cup prepared Italian salad dressing 
Rinse, pat dry and slice mushrooms (makes about 
2.3/4 cups)~ Place in a medium bowl with r ice, tomato 
and sprouts.- Add salad 'dressing; toss gently. Cover and  
refrigerate at least I hour. Yield: 4 to 6 portions (5 cups). 
tZ~ #$i?aqOIt~)@JIV'IOeOII,~I'SkT|q o t ~ . .~( ' , ,~t ,?Sq0|S3@$&11|9  01!~ I
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If the cost of other things ductivlty in other industries 
had gone down in the past had progressed at the same 
25 years the way computing ra te  as computer  tech. 
costs have, you'd be able to nology, an around-the-world 
buy sirloin steak for about • airline flight would take 24 
minutes, and a standard size 94 a pound. . ,a  goo'd suit for 
$6 .49 . . .a  four  bedroom 
house for $3,500...and a 
standard size car for $200;.. 
and an around-the-world 
airline trip for,S43. 
Built in 1946, the first 
ful ly,  electronic computer 
contained 18,000 TV-tube 
size vacuum tubes. Today's 
technology can pack, that 
computing power in the 
space occupied by just one 
of tbese tubes. 
If, technology and pro- 
TENDERS 
KITSUMKALUH SKI HILL 
ACCESS ROAD 
& SANDING' 
Sealed bids relating tothe above mentioned contract 
will be accepted at the Regional District of Kltlmat- 
Stlklne offices until 4:30 p.m. Friday, November 9, 
1979. The contract will be for a three year period and 
all bids should specify: 
1) Rates and types of equipment 
2) Access to and cost of sand 
3) Confirmation that this cleaning will be done on a 
priority basis. -' : 
AIl~R~nde~, must 5b sealed'and marked"KIt~umkalum 
Ski Hill - Access Read Snowing Plowing and Sending 
Tender". 
LOWEST, OR ANY TENDER NOT NECESSARILY 
ACCEPTED. 
• Klts0mkelum Ski Hill 
Regional District of Kltlmat-Stlklne 
No. 9.4644 Lazella Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VgG IS6 
(ni,2,5) 
car would get 550 miles per 
gallon• 
In a unit about the siz 
of an electric typewriter a~ 
IBM 3370 disk storage ds 
vice can store all 43 milliol 
words in the Encyclopedi 
Brittanica's 30 volumes plu 
all the words in any U.S 
telephone directory• 
In 1953,  one  mil l io~ 
bytes of information coul( 
be stored in about 400 cubi~ 
feet of  space at a cost o 
$250,000. An IBM 4341 
processor can store the sam~ 
amount of  information i~ 
less than one cubic foot, 
space about the. same siz~ 
as a paperback book. Th~ 
cost for the storage is abou 
$43Q . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ;. ,:. '" 
-If you coutd-take,a 4:hrel 
foot step every nanosecon( 
(bil l ionth of a second), ir 
one second you could wal~ 
around the world 23 times 
The IBM 4341 has switchln~ 
speeds of 3-5 nanoseconds 
and circuits have been devel 
oped that can switch in 1~ 
picoseconds (trillionths el 
a second). 
A nanosecond is to 
secopd what a second is tc 
30 yeareJ~,nd a picosecond 
is to a second~-what a second 
is to 31,710 years. 
The reading head on a, 
IBM 3350 disk storage de. 
vice is positioned 17 micro. 
inches (millionths of an 
inch) above the surface el 
record album.sized isks• A 
particle of smoke is about 
100 microinches in size and 
a human hair 2500 micro• 
inches in circumference• 
The IBM 3800 printe~ 
can print up to 450 lines 
per second. 
DISTRICT OF" TERRACE 
' POLL  NOTiCe OF. , ...... 
PUblIc Notice Is hereby given to the electors of th'~ ~M~Jnl¢i~all~/ . 
aforesaid that a poll has become necessary at the ele~J.pn,now 
pending, and that I have granted such poll, and fur.thgr,~.~tr~l~e, 
persons duly nominated as candidates at the said election,for whom 
only votes will be.received, are: " t,,.~..~:~ 
, ~-~. ,,,~,': .~ :. ,'~,~ 
FOR ALDERMAN (three to be elected) 
Glesbrecht 
Johnson 
Mercer 
Noffress 
Nielsen 
Sautar 
Talshl 
OTHER 
NAMES 
Helmut 
Michael A. 
(Mlckey) 
David 
Russell 
Molly 
Lily Merle 
Alan Dougla~ 
~lacob (Jack) 
OFF ICE  TERM 
Alderman 1900.1981 
Alderman 1980.1981 
Alderman 1980.1981 
Alderman 1980.1901 
Alderman 1980.1981 
Aldermen 1980.1981 
iAIderman 1980.1981 
, ' )  
RESID. 
ADDRESS n 
4816 Davis Ave. 
3825 Westvlew Dr. /~ 
4610 Davis Ave. 
4611 Morris Ave. 
3734 Sparks St. 
4837 Scoff Ave. 
4935 Park" Ave. 
Teacher 
Merchant 
Train Move 
Clerk ' 
Housewife 
Domestic 
Engineer 
Architect 
Laywer 
Such poll will be held at the Clarence Mlchlel Elementary School 
Gymnasium, 3430 Sparks Street, Terrace, British Columbia, on 
Saturday, November 17th, 1979, between the hours of 8:00 o'clock In 
the forenoon and 8:00 o'clock In the afternoon. 
Advance polls will be held at the District of Terrace Municipal 
Bulldlng, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the 
hours of 9:00 o'clock In the forenoon and 8:00 o'clock In the at. 
ternoon, on Monday, November 12th, 1979, and at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, 2711 Tetrault Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between 
the hours of 4:00 o'clock In the afternoon and 6:00 o'clock In the at. 
ternoon, on Friday, November 16th, 1979, of which every person is. 
hereby required to take notice and govern himself accordingly. 
Given under my hand this 29th day of October, 1979, 
Murdo Macdonald 
Returning Officer 
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through it we purchased 
...our car " 
...furnished our 
first home 
...clothed and 
fed our family 
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The winning shot picks the top corner Photo by Don Schaffer 
Cal soccer champs 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Caledonia Kermodes 
earned a berth in the 
provincial high school soccer 
finals by scoring a dramatic 
4-3 comeback victory over 
Prince Rupert Senior 
Secondsry's defending zone 
championsh ip  team 
Saturday afternoon on the 
Cat field. 
Rupert, who went to the 
finals last year, took a 3.0 
lead over a listless-looking 
Caledonia team in the first 
half. 
Willie McNeely, Alan 
Hewitt and Amie Mcers 
gave Rupert heir lead as the 
coast team dominated play 
in the first half. Meets' goal 
came with about two 
minutes left, and deflated 
the Kermodes, who had put 
up a fair struggle to that 
point. 
Cal came out gunning in 
the second half, though, with 
Simon Dodd getting three of 
Cat's four goals. He got the 
Kermodss on the board with 
a nice hard shot into the 
bottom corner of the Rupert 
net, and scored the second on 
a penalty kick. Keith Van- 
derbroek got the tying 
marker at about three. 
quarter time, before Dodd 
got the winner with about 
fifteen minutes left on a long, 
hard shot that Rupert's 
goaler had no chance on. 
The final minutes of the 
game were tense for the 
Kermodes and their sup 
porters, as Rupert applied 
intermittent pressure in a 
valiant effort o tie the game. 
Caledonia's defense held, 
though with Pierre Laplante 
making two key saves to 
preserve the win. 
The team will travel to 
Vancouver to play in the 
provincials November 15-17. 
The exact site has not yet 
been announced. 
C, al's victory came on the 
heels of an over-time thriller 
that saw them take a 3-1 lead 
early in the second .half, 
Timbermen take Pacific Gold 
By DON 8CHAFFER 
Herald" Staff Writer 
The Terrace Tlmbermen 
' are this year's Pacific Gold 
tournament champions, 
coming back from a 4-0 
deficit to edge the Smithers 
Totems 5-4 in overtime. 
Cord Cochrane was the 
hero of the final, scoring at 
18:51 of the extra period with 
an assist by Joe Smoley. 
Lance Legouffe got two 
goals, including the game- 
tying goal at 15:52 of the 
third period. 
Smithers jumped out to a 
3-0 first period lead, and 
were 4-O.leaders early in tlle 
second period before the 
Tlmbermen started their 
comeback. Dan Skinner 
scored a powerplay goal at 
8:14 of the first period to 
open the scoring, with lan 
McAIoneY and Claude 
Lefebrve assisting. Ken 
Sultan got an unassisted goal 
at 13:05, and 45 seconds later 
Doug Graf scored from Jim 
O'Connor. 
The Totems finished their 
scoring at :52 of the second, 
when Jerry Young scored 
from Sultan and Paul 
Curmier. 
Terrace replied less than a 
minute later when Doug 
Linton scored from Brad 
Riley at 1:48. Greg Morgan 
brought the score to 4-2 at 
6:16 of the second from Cliff 
Flury.and Smoley. 
Legouffe got bis two goals 
in. the third, period. Lee 
Marieau assisted on both, 
the first coming at 14:24 and 
the second at 15:52. Frank 
McKendry also assisted on 
• the tying goal. 
The Timbermen had 
outahot the Totems 37-33 
over the three regulation- 
time periods, outplaying 
Smither~ in the last two. The 
sudden-death period was 
dominated by Terrace, with 
the Timbermen outshooting 
Smithers 11-0 over the 16:51 
the period lasted. 
Cochrane's goal gave 
Terrace $1500, which will 
help defray costs for the 
Learn. 
Terrace advanced to the 
final with a 6-3 win over 
Houston Thursday and an 15- 
2 massacre of Granisle 
Saturday, 
Every Timberman except 
goal tender Gerry Lamming 
got a point in the slaughter, 
i 
with Smoley getting two 
goals ~ and six assists, 
Legoulfe scoring two goals 
and five assists, Riley and 
Fiury with three goals 
apiece, Cochrane and Chris 
Hyland with two goals each, 
and singles from Mike 
Mowat, Dave Sharps, 
Morgan and Blair Pritebard. 
Smlthers beat Vanderhonf 
7-2 Friday and Burns Lake 0- 
3 Saturday to get into the 
final. In other games, Burns 
Lake blasted Vanderhoof 13-. 
6 Thursday, and Houston 
murdered Granisle t44 
Friday night. 
Terrace reps just keep on winning 
Terrace Minor Hockey downing Rupert's PUps 9-6 Mike Smith had a two- Almgren. against Rupert the tea~ 
Rap teams had another big 
weekend as they won seven 
out of eight Inter-city League 
games. 
Defending B.C. champion 
Twin River Timber Peewees 
ran their league record to six 
wins without a loss as they 
scored 18-2 and 13-6 wins 
over K i t imat  Peewees. 
watched it disappear in 'the Counting two earlier wins 
last minute of regular time, against Prince George, the 
and came on to win in Twin River team isunbeaten 
~vertime on a Dodd penalty in eight games. 
kick. . 
Dedd got all four of Ca) s 
goals in that game, two in the 
rust half to give the Ker- 
modes a 2-0 first half lead. 
Hazelton got one back early 
in the second half, but Dodd 
'put Ca] ahead 3-1. Hazelton 
looked dead at the time, but 
they came back to tie the 
score with Just over a minute 
left in the half to throw the 
game into extra time. 
Prince Rupert got to the 
final by blasting the Queen 
Charlottes team 7-0 on 
Friday, and charging into a 
S-0 lead before  finally 
beating Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary from Kitlmat 5-2. 
Kitimat advanced to their 
semi-final bout with Rupert 
by easing past Nisgha 
Secondary 3-2. John 
Kamagianis got three goals 
over the weekend, with Tins 
Perrerra nd Gordon Schuss 
taking one each. 
In Friday's 18-2 win, Troy 
Kaye, Cliff Furnseth and 
Gerry Lambert all came 
through with four goals each. 
Derenceman Don WHey 
counted a pair while singles 
were scored by Scott 
Fairless, Trevor Hendry; 
Albert Watmough and Ran 
Dahl. 
Another defencesman, fan 
Alger, paced the Saturday 
win with four goals, while 
Headry got three, Lambert 
two and Falrlces, Purnaeth, 
Dahl and Howie O'Brien got 
one apiece. 
After losing two to 
Rupert's Bantams in 
Terrace the previous week, 
the Inland Kenworth Ban- 
tams won a pair at Prince 
Rupert. In Friday's 5-2 win, 
Terry Zaperan and Lyle 
Murleau each scored twice 
while Brian Badge got the 
single. The Bantams 
squeezed out a 4-3 win 
on Friday and 10-2 Saturday. 
Brad Trudeau was the big 
gun for Terrace with four 
goals Friday and five more 
on Saturday. 
SATURDAY 
game total of four goals, 
while Kirk OlischefsKz 
contributed three. Singles 
ware scored by Mike Bee, 
Mike Jephson and John 
filled in with a player who 
While the Pups have won was one month too old. The 
six straight games in league Win has been awarded to 
play, one of their victories Rupert, although scoring 
has been taken away from statistics from the game 
them. In their Oct. 26 game remain the same. 
Juveniles blast Skeena Hotel 
The Juveniles dumped 
Skeena Hotel 7.2 in Terrace 
Commercial Hockey League 
action Saturday night. 
Bob Dempster got three 
goals and an assist in the 
game, which saw 54 minutes 
in pe/mlties called, 35 to 
Skeana. 
Dempster scored twice in 
the first period, the first time 
on a power play from Chris 
Renerkina and Doug Mid- 
dleton at 7:18 and the second 
time unassisted at 17:31 of 
the first to give the Juveniles 
a 2-0 lead at the end of the 
|eriod. 
Peter Kirby got Skeena 
back into the game with a 
goal at 1:15 of the second 
period assisted by Gerry 
Dempster and Kevin 
Alexander, but Larry 
Nordstrom restored the 
Juvenile' two goal lead 37 
seconds later. 
Alexander got the Hotel 
back to within a goal, 
unassisted at 10:30, but that 
was all the offence the 
Skeena team could master. 
Bob Dempster got his hat 
trick 1:15 later, from Mid- 
dleton and Renerkins, and 
Renerkins got a powerplay 
. j 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
Swimming Pool  P rogram Openings  
We still have spaces available In the following 
programs: 
R.L.S.S.. Junior & Senior Artificial Resusltatlon 
National Association of Underwater Instructors 
Skin Diving Course 
Ladles Maternity League- (Gentle Water Exercises) 
goal at 7:09 of the second to end of the second period, and 
put the Juveniles up 5-2. Middleton finished the 
Darey Mallet scored again game's coring at 4:26 of the 
for the Juveniles before the third period, 
Fightthe 
,ng ,  
crippiers 
use :t=, ,Christmas ! 
Seals ."  
District of Terrace 
NOTICE CALL FOR TENDERS 
ANIMAL CONTROL 
Sealed bids relating to the above contract will be 
accepted at the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m. 
November 15, 1.979:, Interested parties are advised to 
view the propo&ed£ontrArJ_and-or obtain further In- 
formation at t~e MuNicipal Office, 3215 Eby Street, 
during normal business hours. 
Tenders must be submitted In sealed envelopes - -  
MESS sweeps zone 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Mount Elizabeth Secon- 
dary School's junior A girls 
and boys volleyball teams 
swept the North West Zone 
finals over the weekend, but 
they both had to struggle for 
their titles. 
The double-knockout 
tournament s ructure forced 
both flnalsinto two sets, with 
Kitimat's girls coming from 
the loser's bracket to beat 
Hazelton, and Booth coming 
from Prince Rupert from 
their loser's bracket o take 
the MESS Orca boys to six 
games, two full sets, before 
the Kitimat boys finally 
pulled it out. 
in B finals, Kitlmat's girls 
edged Skeena Junior 
Secondsry's Grade 8s in 
three games, and Skeena's B 
boys dumped Mount 
Elizabeth in two straight 
games. 
Booth Junior Secondsry's 
boys were seeded number 
one in the tournament, and 
rolled over Houston and 
Skeena's A boys before they 
lost to MESS in the winner's 
bracket semi.final, This 
threw them into the loser's 
bracket where they took two 
straight games from 
Thornhiil Junior's A boys. 
This put them into the final 
to meet MESS again, 
The first set went three 
games, Booth edging arcs 
15-11, 8-15, 17-15, Because 
Kitlmat had not yet lost a 
set, the teams played again 
according to the double- 
knockout format. Booth 
looked like sure winners in 
the first game, but finally i
lost a very close 6-15, 15-10 I 
and 16-14 decision. The Booth l 
team weathered several l 
tournament points, but l 
finally the Orca prevailed, i 
Mount Elizabeths's ~irls I 
had to come from the loser s 
bracket after defaulting a set 
to Hazelton, their eventual 
final opponente. The team 
w~t for lunch, and because 
of a misunderstanding, 
arrived 35 minutes late for 
the scheduled match. 
Har~Iton advanced to the 
final by clobbering Booth, 
taking the easy win ever 
MESS, and moved past 
Skceos 15-7, 15-12, 
RETURN TO MINORS 
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) -- 
Washington Capitals of the 
National Hockey League 
said Tuesday they have sent 
left wlngere Bob Girard end 
Greg Polls to Hershey Bears, 
their American Hockey 
League farm club, to get into 
shape. Replacing Polls was 
right winger Tony Cassolato, 
a 23-year.old who played the 
1977.78 and 1978-79 seasons 
with Birmingham Bulls of 
the World liockey Auoci. 
atlon 
Saturday with Gary Donald 
firing a pair and Brent 
Rogers and Richard Lind- 
steam getting singles. 
The All Seasons Midgets Kltlmat beat Houston 
easily in their loser's bracket 
game and then edged by 
Sceaea's girls 15-14, 5-15, 15- 
7. The final went two uete, 
with.MESS sqcezing outs  
three-set win 15.4,8-15, 15-10, 
and then winning the last 
double-knockout set over the 
prev ious ly  undefeated 
Hazelton team 15-6, 15-7. 
Skcena's boys clobbered 
everyone in their march to 
the championship. They 
didn't lose a game winning split their series with 
the final 15-9, 15-0 over Kitimat. Rob Collins and 
Kitlmat. Dann Fagan each had three 
Kitimat'a B girls had ~ theg°alSothers.and Emile Gagnon got 
beat the'.Skeena Grade 8s In their g-7 loss on 
twice, and had trouble both Saturday, Collins and Larry 
times. Ib took MF.,~ three Swanson each scored twice. 
games to edge the 8's in their The other goals were a 
first-round match, and the scored by Gagnon, Fagen 
teams met again in a three, and Brian Fugere. 
game set. Kttlmat finally 
beat the stubborn grade 8s Terrace Pups continued 
15-3, 10-15, 15-12. their winning ways by 
I III 
KITSUMKALUM SKI HILL 
SCHEDULE OF OPERATIONS 
SEASON 
November  23, 1979 to Apr i l  6, 1980 
(Weather  Permi t t ing)  
HOURS OF  OPERATION 
NovernbertoJanuarv o .~n~ nn ~n'l. qnn rn 
~¢Rope Tow will operate only as demand requires and will be shut down on weekdays 
from 12:15 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
• INDICATES LIFT IS OPERATING 
(Days & hours of operation are sublect to changes) 
TARRIF  STRUCTURE 79.80 
Area  Day  Passes: 
Adult 
Half Day (weekdays only) 
Junior ( 12 & under) 
Pre Schoolers 
Golden Agers (65 & over) 
Area  N ight  Passes: 
Adult 
Junior (12 &under) 
Mini Rope 
SEASON PASSES 
$9;00 
$7.00 
SS.00, 
Free 
Free 
$7,OO 
Ss.O0 
Free 
R.L.S.S. - National Life Guard Certification 
(Minimum required Bronze Cross) 
"COME ALONG WITH US" and sign up now for these 
AQUATIC PROGRAMS 
For further Information phone 
638-1177 
addressed to the Clerk-Administrator and clearly 
marked "Tender to Animal Control." The lowest or 
any fender not necessarily accepted. 
' F.K. NorFlan 
Treasurer-collebtor 
. (26~3105,9N) 
.7 
nber  4th winning numbers are 
)sed in the fol lowing manner: 
1341234° 
- .341234. 
..... 41234.  
...... 1234o 
.-.~'--234. 
4005088.  
. - .005088.  
..... 05088.  
.......... 5088.  
. . . . . . . .  088°  
i 
°$ I  NIL .L ION 
°$ I0 ,000o  
.$1 ,000 .  
.$200.  
$ I00 .  
• $ I  MILL ION 
,$ i0 ,000°  
°$ I ,000°  
.$200.  
°$ I00o 
1535021.o$1  MILL.ION 
-535021.°$10,000°  
....... 35021. .$1 ,000°  
......... 5021. .$200.  
......... 021 . .$100.  
6914414. .$1  MILL ION 
- -914414oo$10,000 ,  
..... ' 14414oo$1,000o  
. . . .  4414 .°$200.  
. . . . . . .  4J. 4 . .$100.  
I 
Most flnanclal ,~shtut~ons' branches will cash Loto Canada $100 w,nnm9 hckets for one month starbng Wednesday November 7th 
In tile event of a discrep.3ncy between the above hat and the olfiCl,iI computcr pnnt out of randomly selected lorize winning 
numbers, the latter shall prevad If you hold a wlnl~ing number, folk)w the ,nstruct,ons on the back of your ticket. 
tnlormatton dlstnbuted on behalf of the Gow:rnmenl of Canada 
If you didn't win this timeyour ticket is still eli3ible forthe 
December 9, and December 31st draws. 
